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ABSTRACT
Room temperature anion exchange membrane fuel cells have proven to be more
effective when transporting carbonate vice hydroxide ions.

Using carbonate as the

charge carrier provides long-term membrane stability and improved oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) kinetics at the cathode and hydrogen oxidation kinetics at the anode,
while also showing membrane conductivity comparable to hydroxide exchange
membranes. Researchers have investigated potential non-platinum catalysts that have
physical and electrochemical properties that favor the adsorption of CO 2 over H 2 O,
thereby, promoting the direct electrochemical formation of carbonate vice OH-. Directly
forming carbonate prevents membrane degradation caused by OH- attack. Hence, an
investigative method that would quantitatively elucidate the contribution of OH- and
CO 3 2- anions produced electrochemically on the catalyst surface is of interest.
Quantifying this contribution of anions would provide a measure of a catalyst’s selectivity
towards the direct electrochemical formation of carbonate, allowing for the development
of improved catalyst features that would elevate the competitiveness of the Room
Temperature Carbonate Fuel Cell (RTCFC) with other low temperature fuel cell designs.
This thesis (1) investigates the selectivity of carbonate formation at the cathode, (2)
physically characterizes a CO 2 adsorbing catalyst material, and (3) compares the fuel
cell performance of platinum at the cathode with several other non-platinum catalysts.
First, this thesis advances research on the hydrothermal synthesis and elemental
characterization of a non-platinum RTCFC catalyst using XRD, SEM EDS, ATR-FTIR,
and XPS.

This work is done to allow second generation RTCFC catalysts to be

specifically tailored.

The material characterization revealed the synthesized catalyst

material that favored CO 2 adsorption was a metal oxide doped calcium silicate hydrate
from the tobermorite family of minerals. It was shown that this material’s composition

xii

and structure could be controlled by temperature, reaction time, silicon source, Ca to Si
ratio, and metal oxide dopant.
Second, this thesis introduces an in situ pulsed Galvanostatic technique that
mimics the standard addition method commonly used in analytical chemistry to
quantitatively determine the electrochemical selectivity of a catalyst towards the direct
electrochemical formation of carbonate. A selectivity model based on gravimetric results
was formulated. The results of this study, which were gravimetrically observed from the
anode perspective, showed the formation of carbonate originated either indirectly from
the ORR formation of OH- or directly by CO 3 2- production at the cathode. Other cathode
catalysts tested showed the same gravimetric results as Pt/C.
Initial gravimetric tests used CaCO 3 precipitate to quantify the amount of
carbonate produced; however, the collected CaCO 3 was more qualitative due to large
gravimetric variations in the data. Once BaCO 3 precipitate was used the results showed
that carbonate was formed either directly at the cathode or indirectly in the membrane
electrode assembly (MEA), and that the Galvanostatic pulse width (0.5 – 2.0 s) proved
inconclusive due to the lengthy anion migration time (~240 s) across the MEA. The
results also showed that some CO 2 was present throughout the hydrated membrane.
This proved detrimental to the in situ pulsed Galvanostatic method because CO 3 2equilibrium with OH- was not significantly influenced by the pulsed current method. As a
result, the method was not sufficient to detect the electrochemistry at the cathode
surface. Further analysis on the ORR efficacy of the cathode catalysts used in this study
revealed Pt/C as the most efficient catalyst, followed by Co(II)Pc and MnO 2 doped
tobermorite.

xiii

CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
Fuel Cells are efficient, clean energy sources that are not bound by traditional
heat cycles. In fuel cells the chemical energy of the supplied fuel is directly converted to
electricity; whereas, combustion engines first produce heat (by fuel combustion), which
is first manifested as mechanical energy by gas expansion, then converted to electricity.
The theoretical efficiency of a combustion engine is limited by its range in operating
temperature (∆T/T max ). The Carnot heat engine, at the expense of burning fossil fuels,
effectively has zero efficiency at low operating temperatures and strives for 50 percent
efficiencies at high operating temperatures. In contrast, the theoretical efficiency of a
fuel cell is governed by the change in Gibbs free energy and the enthalpy change of the
fuel cell reaction (∆G/∆H). This contrast makes fuel cells much more efficient at lower
operating temperatures (i.e. 25 oC) with a theoretical efficiency of 83 % when H 2 is used
as a fuel source.
As the world population grows the demand for low-polluting, clean electricity
requires the increased use of non-fossil fuel energy sources [1]. Since the end of WWII
a significant amount of research from many different disciplines have been working on
fuel cell designs that include materials of construction, catalysis, mass transport and
electrochemical kinetics at the electrode surface [2].

The development of these

environmentally friendly energy alternatives has witnessed ebbs and flows as politics,
economics, and major scientific discoveries drive surges in their continued research [3].
The common link among fuel cells is their basic operation where electrical energy is
produced from the oxidation of a fuel.
There are several types of fuel cells that are classified based upon the type of
electrolyte they employ [4] [5] rather than the fuel that they use. These include the
alkaline fuel cell (AFC), proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC), phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), and molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC). A
1

more recent fuel cell is the solid alkaline fuel cell (SAFC) [3].

Each fuel cell type

inherently offers advantages and disadvantages, and each has its unique area of
application; high temperature versus low temperature operation, stationary versus
mobile, large scale versus compact size.

For example, AFC technology has been

proven as a smaller, compact, relatively low-temperature (< 200 oC) energy source.
AFCs were reliably used by NASA’s Apollo space program and later in their space
shuttle missions.

On a larger industrial scale, the PAFC provides energy to help

compensate local and regional power distribution as electrical demand fluctuates or in
the event of power outages. The PAFC is noted as a commercially available fuel cell [1];
however, its large size and significant balance of plant restricts it to only a stationary
power source. For more mobile applications considerable efforts continue in the
commercial development of the PEMFC. Importantly, the PEMFC has received the most
public attention to date as a clean, low-temperature, energy alternative capable of
powering automobiles and mass transit vehicles.
Regardless of the fuel cell type a major inhibitor to their mass production has
been high cost and a lack of reliable, long-term operational stability. For instance the
PEMFC has been plagued by (1) high manufacturing cost as expensive platinum has
been the preferred electrocatalyst at both the cathode and anode; and (2) operational
challenges that include fuel cell flooding as water is a product of the cell’s
electrochemistry. The challenge of impure fuels containing CO that poison the PEMFC
catalyst is also a problem. In comparison, AFCs with aqueous KOH as the electrolyte
have been plagued by the formation of carbonate in the electrolyte from ambient or even
trace amounts of CO 2 , which significantly degrades the cell’s performance as large
metal carbonate crystals precipitate out blocking pores, disrupting the active electrode
area, and diminishing the conductivity of the electrolyte [6]. Even with these drawbacks,
AFCs with KOH(aq) as the electrolyte are still the best performers – better than PEMFCs
2

and Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) at low-temperature [7]. The success of the
AFC is due to improved oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics at the cathode, plus
the ability to use less expensive non-noble metal ORR catalysts [7].

However, a

drawback to the use of AFCs are regular maintenance that may include KOH flushing or
the necessity for purified oxygen that may include a system that actively scrubs CO 2
from the inlet air stream is essential in operating alkaline based fuel cells terrestrially.
MCFCs are unique in their ability to purposefully utilize molten alkali carbonate
salt at high operating temperatures (650 oC) as the electrolyte. This high temperature is
sufficient in preventing alkali carbonate precipitation that plagues the AFC. The MCFC
is inherently a large-scale, stationary fuel cell design that requires O 2 and CO 2 inputs at
the cathode to electrochemically produce CO 3 2-. The carbonate anion then migrates
through the electrolyte to react with the H 2 fuel present at the anode. The half-reaction
electrochemistry is shown in the following equations.
Anode:

H 2 + CO 3 2- → H 2 O + CO 2 + 2e-

(1.1)

Cathode:

2CO 2 + O 2 + 4e- → 2 CO 3 2-

(1.2)

The MCFC has demonstrated that carbonate anions can be used as an efficient charge
carrier and the fuel cell system is capable of achieving real efficiencies in excess of sixty
percent.
For lower temperature operation, advances in fuel cell design have continued as
the science gained from PEMFCs has been combined with the AFC technology creating
a new class of polymer-electrolyte fuel cell that operates by transferring anions from the
cathode to the anode, previously mentioned as the SAFC. The SAFC is no longer beset
with the formation of metal carbonate precipitates, because the metal cations common to
the AFC have been replaced by cation head groups attached to the polymer backbone.
The first of these SAFCs with their anion-exchange membrane (AEM) employed the
hydroxide anion as the ionic charge carrier. Although this relatively newer hydroxide3

exchange membrane fuel cell (HEMFC) showed promise, it was still observed that
carbonate was produced from ambient CO 2 ; however, the negative performance impact
was actually from bicarbonate, not carbonate.

Yet, even more detrimental to the

HEMFC performance was its polymer-electrolyte, which underwent rapid degradation as
the hydroxyl ions attacked the polymer backbone [4], [8].

So instead of pursuing

cumbersome CO 2 scrubbing systems to remove the CO 2 from the inlet gas stream or
extensively modifying the polymer electrolyte to impede OH- degradation, some
researchers have pursued a new idea where the carbonate anion, CO 3 2-, could be used
directly as the dominant charge carrier in an AEM (see Eq. (1.2)) [9]. Researchers have
argued that a drawback with using a mobile carbonate anion is its relatively larger
hydrated ionic radii in aqueous solution compared to hydroxide, 4.5 Angstroms vs. 3.5
Angstroms [10], respectively, which physically impedes membrane conductivity [11],
[12]; however, carbonate compensates for its increased radii by being divalent. The
result is a conductivity that closely matches the monovalent conductivity of hydroxide.
The conductivity of each anion is proportional to their valence, z, and radius cubed.

𝑧𝐶𝑂32−
3
�
�𝑟𝐶𝑂32− �

2
3
�
�4.5Å�

=
= 0.94
𝑧𝑂𝐻 −
1
�(𝑟 − )3
3
�
𝑂𝐻
�3.5Å�

So, the actual drawback to MEA exposure to ambient CO 2 is not carbonate but instead
the propensity to form bicarbonate (4.0 Å) [10] which being monovalent makes it a poor
charge carrier.

Operation of a low-temperature carbonate fuel cell is the focus of this thesis, and
advances our collective scientific understanding of how this carbonate fuel cell works.
The half-cell reactions for this carbonate fuel cell are the same as for the MCFC;
however, positively charged functional groups in the AEM carries the anion from cathode
4

to anode; whereas, the MCFC used molten carbonate salts as the ubiquitous liquid state
carrier.
In 2006, a room-temperature carbonate fuel cell (RTCFC) was constructed by
Georgia Institute of Technology researchers who modified the anion exchange
membrane to transport carbonate [13]. In this fuel cell CO 2 and O 2 were used in a 2:1
ratio as the dry cathode gases, respectively; while H 2 was used as the anode fuel. The
RTCFC displayed significantly better performance when the polymer electrolyte
membrane was hydrated prior to testing. The group showed good performance when
the cell was operated at 25 oC; however, the fuel cell’s performance dropped when
operated at 55 oC. This performance drop was attributed to the drying of the polymerelectrolyte membrane resulting from the increased temperature. AEMs perform best
when they are swollen and hydrated allowing water-rich micro-channels to persist across
the membrane allowing more effective ion transport [9]. In the RTCFC, the carbonate
anion formed at the cathode is transported across the AEM to the anode.
The group also verified the transport of carbonate by passing the effluent gas
from the anode through a calcium hydroxide solution where a white, calcium carbonate,
precipitate formed.

A second independent test was also performed where the cell

voltage was monitored as the CO 2 gas was cycled ON and OFF. The results clearly
showed that the cell voltage dropped significantly when the CO 2 gas was removed and
subsequently increased as the CO 2 gas was turned back on. Having demonstrated that
the RTCFC was feasible, the researchers suggested future work that would improve the
carbonate membrane’s sensitivity to high pH values, and to improve the cohesion
between the polymer membrane and electrodes.
As one group examined the influence of CO 2 on the RTCFC another group at the
University of Surrey, UK investigated improvements in the AEM [11].

Here, the

researchers replaced the metal cations, Mn+, in the electrolyte membrane with
5

quaternary ammonium groups (–N+R 3 ), thus preventing the formation of metal carbonate
precipitates that plagued the earlier AFC design. Additionally, the ion exchange capacity
(IEC), fully hydrated thickness, water content per anion-exchange site, and anion
conductivity at 30 oC of the AEM were compared when the exchanged anion bound to
the non-metal counter cation group was either CO 3 2- or OH-. The study found little
variance between the two exchanged forms (see Table 1.1), thus demonstrating that the
ionic performance of the AEMs would not be seriously impacted even when carbonate
dominated the interior of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA).
The group also performed H 2 /air fuel cell tests that revealed peak power density
of the CO 3 2- exchanged MEA exceeded the benchmark power density of OH- as the
exchanged counter-anion (i.e. 37.9 mW cm-2 vs. 32.9 mW cm-2, respectively). The study
also found agreement with previous studies that the rate of the oxygen reduction
reaction at the cathode was faster in the presence of alkaline carbonate over solutions
Table 1.1 - Comparison of the ex-situ properties of the AEM in CO 3 2- and OH- forms [11]

Anion

IEC [meq g-1](a)

t FH (t DH ) [μm](b)

λ(c)

σ [mS cm-1](d)

CO 3 2-

1.28 ± 0.01

154 ± 5

12.8 ± 0.2

7.7 ± 0.8

16 ± 1

8.8 ± 0.6

(139 ± 5)
OH-

1.14 ± 0.02

153 ± 4
(133 ± 4)

(a) Amount of anion per gram dry membrane. (b) Thickness of AEM when fully hydrated (FH)
and dehydrated (DH). (c) Water content of the fully hydrated AEM – number of H 2 O molecules
o
per polymer anion-exchange site. (d) Through-plane anion conductivities (RH=100% at 30 C)

containing hydroxide [14]. The reasoning for this phenomenon remains unclear as the
debate over the exact mechanism for ORR in alkaline media has not been fully resolved;
however, the research shows that the carbonate anion adsorbs more strongly than the
weaker adsorbing hydroxide anion. The fuel cell tests by the University of Surrey group
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also demonstrated that OH- will replace CO 3 2- in the AEM when operated if no CO 2 gas
is present at the cathode. Under these CO 2 deficient conditions, residual CO 3 2- in the
AEM migrates towards the anode and is replaced by OH- that is generated by the
hydroxide cycle ORR;
2H 2 O + O 2 + 4e- → 4OH-

(1.3)

The OH- generated at the cathode replaces the CO 3 2- originally present as counter-ions
in the ion-exchanged AEM. Lastly, the Surrey, UK group showed no long term stability
problems for the AEM in carbonate form; however, the group did witness performance
loss when H 2 O was mass transport limited at the cathode, again showing the need for
H 2 O at the cathode surface. The long term stability and conductivity of different AEMs in
hydroxide and carbonate alkaline media was independently verified by Vega [15], who
showed that membrane stability was significantly increased when the pH was lowered
and there is a preference to operating with the carbonate anion as the charge carrier,
which is unable to attack both the membrane’s anion-exchange groups and backbone
since it is a very weak nucleophile compared to hydroxide. Of the five commercially
available membranes tested by Vega, Ralex AMH-PAD (Mega a.s.) was clearly the best
performer as it maintained a stable ionic conductivity over the 30 day test period and its
conductivity was at least two times greater than the next closest performing membrane.
Continuing research in AEM stability confirmed previous studies that the
formation of OH- at the cathode remained a problem as local pH increased so did
nucleophilic degradation of the quaternary ammonium cation on the polymer-electrolyte.
Lowering the pH via the carbonate cycle as suggested by the direct electrochemical
reaction presented by Eq. (1.2) was seen as an option to prevent OH- attack and
resulted in increased membrane stability [9], [15]. Although the direct electrochemical
path for carbonate formation with ORR was first suggested by Kohl’s group at Georgia
Tech, it was unclear as to the extent that the competing hydroxide anion formation via
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the hydroxide cycle (Eq. (1.3)) contributed to the migration of anions from cathode to
anode.

However; interestingly, when CO 2 was removed from the cathode stream;

increasing the partial pressure of O 2 , the current density of the fuel cell decreased.
Subsequently, when the CO 2 was returned to the cathode gas stream the current
density increased showing that CO 2 played an active role at the cathode. Kohl’s group
concluded that CO 2 must be electrochemically involved as suggested by Eq. (1.2). An
independent study found this same impact on current density as the presence of CO 2 in
the cathode gas was cycled ON and OFF.

The study also concluded that a Pt/C

cathode must support both the carbonate cycle and hydroxide cycle [12]. Further study
would be required to determine the extent of transport anion contribution; however, the
ON/OFF cycling of feed CO 2 made clear that CO 2 participated in the formation of
carbonate and that the migration of the CO 3 2- anion increased the current density of the
fuel cell.
Ferreting out the formation of carbonate in the fuel cell becomes more difficult
than simply considering the direct faradaic pathway (Eq.(1.2)); because, hydroxide
generated from the hydroxide cycle (Eq. (1.3)) can indirectly form carbonate as a result
of acid-base equilibrium in all cases [16], [12]. Once hydroxide is formed the following
reactions quickly proceed when CO 2 is present.
OH- + CO 2 → HCO 3 -

(1.4)

OH- + HCO 3 - → CO 3 2- + H 2 O

(1.5)

How quickly this indirect pathway for carbonate formation proceeds is difficult to
measure. An extensive search of the literature found no specific quantitative value for
their acid-base kinetics; rather, the summation of the literature stipulates that the
distribution of carbonate species are derived from the Henderson-Hasslebalch
relationship knowing the pH and pK’s of the species.
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The presence of bicarbonate formed from Eq. (1.4) is also a possible anion
charge carrier; however, the hydrated radius of HCO 3 -

(4.0 Å) [10] and associated

decrease in ionic mobility when compared to CO 3 2- and OH-, as well as its monovalence,
make bicarbonate a poor charge carrier [15]. Because HCO 3 - forms by an active indirect
pathway mechanism as OH- is produced in the presence of CO 2 and since the ionic
mobility of bicarbonate is slow, any additional OH- produced at the cathode will readily
react with the slower HCO 3 - anions to form the more mobile CO 3 2- species. As a result
HCO 3 - does not contribute extensively to the population of charge carrying anions in the
AEM.

Additionally, the pKa of the AEM head groups influence the contribution of

bicarbonate. If HCO 3 - did contribute significantly to the charge carrying population then
the membrane conductivity would be significantly less than the AEM conductivities
observed in the literature.

The research literature suggests that once an anion

(hydroxide or carbonate) is formed, then that anion type immediately moves from the
cathode across the AEM to the anode where it oxidizes the anode fuel, Eq. (1.1).
Since the indirect pathway for carbonate formation requires water, efforts have
been made by researchers to use dry feed gas at the cathode to demonstrate the direct
pathway; however, as discussed previously, difficulty arises as the MEAs must be
hydrated to conduct anions. Because of the need for membrane hydration, the interface
of the AEM with the cathode electrode (i.e. catalyst, carbon support and ionomer) is
inherently wetted making the catalytic surface susceptible to the hydroxide cycle and
indirect carbonate formation even in the presence of a dry cathode gas stream. The
literature has focused on the direct carbonate pathway as dominant under these
dehumidified circumstances since H 2 O mass transport is slow, presumably preventing
significant contribution from the hydroxide cycle. However, though not widely mentioned
in the literature, one should still consider the viability of the hydroxide cycle in the
presence of dry CO 2 as a wetted AEM/cathode interface could still consume H 2 O and
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the acid-base chemistry, Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), could just as readily regenerate H 2 O for a
subsequent ORR described by Eq. (1.3). Equally noteworthy is the role of the cathode
catalyst to facilitate either the direct or indirect pathway. For instance, platinum is a very
well-known and efficient ORR catalyst for the hydroxide cycle in alkaline media that
preferentially adsorbs H 2 O molecules in contrast to CO 2 [17]. In short, H 2 O at the
electrode surface could easily be consumed and regenerated by the combination of Eqs.
(1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). Together, this combination of faradaic and nonfaradaic reactions
constitutes the indirect pathway for carbonate formation; whereas, Eq. (1.2) shows the
direct electrochemical pathway for carbonate formation.
With the assumption of the direct pathway, researchers have investigated
potential catalyst(s) that have physical and electrochemical properties that favor the
adsorption of CO 2 and O 2 ; thereby, promoting the direct electrochemical pathway [17].
Secondly, researchers have been interested in finding a method that would quantitatively
elucidate the contribution of OH- and CO 3 2- anions produced electrochemically on a
catalyst surface (e.g. Pt/C). Knowing this contribution would provide a measure of any
particular catalyst’s selectivity towards the direct or indirect pathway [18], thus allowing
for

the

development

of

improved

catalyst

features

that

would

elevate

the

competitiveness of the RTCFC with other fuel cell designs.
The objective of this thesis work was two-fold. First, we aimed to advance
research

on

the

hydrothermal

synthesis

method

and

subsequent

elemental

characterization of the RTCFC ‘pyrochlore’ catalyst previously discovered by Vega et al.
[17]. This ‘pyrochlore’ catalyst was reported to prefer the direct pathway. Additional
understanding of the published ‘pyrochlore’ would allow researchers to specifically tailor
elemental and structural features in development of a second generation RTCFC
catalyst.

Second, this work aims to test two hypotheses that (1) the formation of

carbonate at the cathode was generated by both a direct electrochemical pathway and a
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multistep indirect pathway; and (2) that the contribution of carbonate formed by either
pathway on a specific catalyst could be quantified. This thesis uses a more analytically
stringent “standard chemical addition” technique that Galvanostatically pulses current
ON and OFF to determine the source of carbonate contribution. This method provided a
new selectivity (S) characteristic for each catalyst that relates the contribution from each
electrochemical pathway, Eq. (1.2) versus Eq. (1.3);
S ≡ n_CO 3 2- (EC) / n_OH- (EC)

(1.6)

where n_CO 3 2- (EC) are the moles of carbonate produced electrochemically via the direct
pathway and n_OH- (EC) are the moles of hydroxide that are produced electrochemically
at the cathode. The resulting electrochemical contributions would provide a measure of
selectivity that quantitatively describes how well a catalyst favors the direct pathway
versus the indirect pathway.
This work is important for two primary reasons. First, room temperature anion
exchange membrane fuel cells have proven to be more effective when transporting
carbonate vice hydroxide ions, so a catalyst at the cathode that selectively favors the
direct electrochemical formation of carbonate over the hydroxyl cycle would be
preferred. The second reason for this study’s importance is that prior to this thesis no
investigative fuel cell method has been created to determine the electrochemical
selectivity of a cathode catalyst for the direct formation of carbonate.
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CHAPTER 2 – EXPERIMENTAL
All chemicals used during catalyst synthesis, MEA fabrication, fuel cell testing,
and gravimetric analysis of fuel cell test precipitates are shown in Table 2.1.

All

equipment used for material characterization, fuel cell testing, and precipitate
collection/separation are listed in Table 2.2.
2.1. Hydrothermal Synthesis
Cathode catalysts not purchased directly from a vendor were synthesized
hydrothermally. A Teflon reaction vessel was attached to a borosilicate glass reflux
column via a 12 inch polypropylene (PP) tube designed to separate the glass from the
reaction vessel. High pH solutions with elevated temperature readily etch glass, thus
contaminating the vessel contents as this study verified experimentally in Chapter 3: To
confirm the importance of Teflon, comparative studies were conducted by using
borosilicate glass as the reaction vessel and characterizing the reaction products.
In each reaction vessel, potassium permanganate was added to a 1M KOH
solution forming a strong oxidizing environment with 0.01M KMnO 4 . Permutations of
CaO, RuCl 3 , and a Si source (i.e. borosilicate glass, silicon powder, and silicon(IV)
dioxide) were added to the vessel contents as noted in Table 2.3. The strong oxidizing
solution with its specified reagents were heated to 200 oC and continuously stirred for 72
hours. The high pH solution was cooled to room temperature and the product was
collected by vacuum filtration, washed with deionized water and dried for 24 hours at
80 oC. Prior to characterization or fuel cell testing, the dried precipitate was ground with
a mortar and pestle.
2.2. MEA Fabrication
Ralex AMH-PAD anion exchange membrane was used for all MEA testing. The
membrane was received in its chloride form. The Cl- counter-ion was ion exchanged to
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carbonate unless otherwise noted by soaking the membrane in 1M Na 2 CO 3 for 24
hours.

For comparison, one set of membranes were later soaked in 1M NaOH

overnight. The 1 molar ion exchange solutions were prepared by dissolving Na 2 CO 3 or
NaOH in 18.2 MΩ (0.05 μS cm-1) deionized water from a Millipore Direct-Q 3UV
purification system. The membrane was then rinsed liberally with dimethylformamide
(DMF) and subsequently soaked in DMF solvent for 4 hours to ensure removal of all
water prior to applying the electrodes.
The electrodes were fabricated using catalyst ink(s) that were prepared (see
below) and painted on 5 cm2 Toray carbon paper, which acted as the catalyst support
and gas diffusion layer (GDL). Catalyst loadings were set at 70 wt % catalyst and 30 wt
% ionomer (component 1 + component 2). The anode ink for all MEAs was prepared
using platinum supported on carbon (10% Pt/C) and fumion® component 1 as the
ionomer (approx. 18.4 mg), which were suspended in DMF by stirring vigorously
overnight. The cathode ink was prepared using several catalyst materials (see Table
2.4). Each cathode ink included fumion® component 1 (approx. 18.4 mg) and catalyst
suspended in DMF (approx. 300 μL), which was stirred vigorously overnight.
Fumion ® component 2 (approx. 3.1 mg) was added to the catalyst inks
immediately prior to painting the inks on their respective GDL (anode and cathode). The
two painted 5 cm2 Toray carbon papers (rich in DMF, catalyst, and fumion® ionomer)
were placed on either side of the ion-exchanged AMH-PAD membrane and pressed in
compression hardware and placed under vacuum for 30 minutes. The completed MEA
remained under vacuum overnight to evacuate any remaining DMF solvent.
2.3 Fuel Cell Testing
Figure 2.1 illustrates the operating principles of the room temperature carbonate
fuel cell. Humidified air or mixture of O 2 and CO 2 gases are supplied to the cathode
13

where carbonate is formed.

The anion migrates across the AEM and reacts with

humidified H 2 on the anode surface producing CO 2 and H 2 O.

As H 2 is oxidized,

electrons are generated which provide electricity.

Figure 2.1 – Operation of a room temperature carbonate fuel cell.
Fuel cell experiments were performed using a Scribner 850e Fuel Cell Test
Station to control gas flow rates and the gas/cell temperature. The MEA to be tested
was placed in a 5 cm2 fuel cell hardware assembly and tightened carefully to 40 N•m to
prevent crushing of the AEM.

All gases were ultra-high purity (UHP).

Humidified

nitrogen was used as the purge gas for both the anode and cathode streams. The gas
flow rates for each half-cell were held constant at 0.2 L/min. The gas temperatures were
set at 37 oC; whereas, the fuel cell assembly hardware was held at 40 oC, thus creating
a relative humidity at the anode/cathode electrode of 87 percent. The cathode gases
were humidified and mixed resulting in 10% carbon dioxide and 90% oxygen. Hydrogen
gas was also humidified and used as the anode fuel. Once the fuel cell was N 2 purged
and humidified overnight at the set temperature, the start of the test began with the
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introduction of the anode fuel and two cathode gases. The cell potential was
continuously monitored as the potential difference across the half-cells increased due to
the difference in the inherent chemical potential from the feed gases.
Once the open circuit voltage stabilized after feeding anode and cathode gases
for approximately 15 minutes, a predefined current (5 mA, 10 mA, 20 mA) was applied.
For the majority of tests, the current, i, was set at 5 mA for 2 hours, ∆t, thus supplying 36
Coulombs of charge, Q, or 3.73 x 10-4 mol of electrons, n e , according to the following
relationships
Q = i ∆t

(2.1)

n e = (i ∆t)/( z F)

(2.2)

where z is the valence charge and F is Faraday’s constant.
Additional pulsed Galvanostatic tests were performed where the 5 mA current
was switched ON then OFF repeatedly at a fixed interval (e.g. 0.5 s, 1.0 s, 2.0 s).
Regardless of the specified OFF-time interval, the cumulative stepped ON-time duration
would supply a total of 36 Coulombs. The OFF-time interval would increase the amount
of CO 2 exposure to any hydroxide that was formed from the indirect pathway. In the
case of Pt/C as a cathode catalyst, an OFF-time would introduce additional CO 2 to the
cathode surface which would allow more carbonate to be generated in the presence of
hydroxide. Carbonate would continue to be generated until equilibrium was reached
with increasing OFF-time. Once the current was activated during an ON-time pulse, the
anions (OH- and CO 3 2-) present at the cathode surface would then migrate to the anode.
To capture the CO 2 produced at the anode, Eq. (1.1), the effluent gas was
bubbled through a continuously stirred 0.01 M alkaline earth metal hydroxide solution
that was sealed from the outside environment with Parafilm. A carbonate precipitate
formed and was massed (initial tests collected CaCO 3 , later experiments collected
BaCO 3 ). In early tests, the anode effluent was bubbled through a 0.01 molar solution of
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calcium hydroxide.

Any carbon dioxide produced at the anode would then be

precipitated in the calcium hydroxide solution forming calcium carbonate.

Later

experiments used barium hydroxide in place of Ca(OH) 2 , where barium carbonate would
form as the precipitate. These precipitates were then separated, dried, and massed to
determine the amount of CO 3 2- that passed through the fuel cell.
The massed precipitate as a function of OFF-time (Figure 2.2) would be used to

Mass of Precipitate (mg)

analyze carbonate contributions originating from the direct and indirect pathways.

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

OFF-time interval (s)
Figure 2.2 - ON/OFF plot showing mass of carbonate precipitate collected as a function
of varying the OFF-time interval. Total current supplied to fuel cell kept constant at 36
Coulombs. OFF-time adds exclusive aliquots of CO 2 for the non-faradaic carbonate
formation from steps 2 and 3 of the indirect pathway.
To show the efficacy of the fuel cell catalysts used in this thesis, tests were
designed to provide 36 C of charge as in the 5 mA for 2 hour tests. These efficacy tests
used 20 mA for 30 min, 10 mA for 1 hour, 5 mA for 2 hours and 2.5 mA for 4 hours.
Catalyst performance was then evaluated by plotting the fuel cell’s voltage versus time.
2.4 Gravimetric Analysis, Ambient CO2, and Crossover
A 0.01M alkaline earth metal (Ca, Ba) hydroxide solution was prepared by adding
either 0.1683 g CaO or 0.4599 g BaO to 300 mL 18.2 MΩ deionized water.
contents of each collection jar was capped and sealed with Parafilm.
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The

A carbonate

precipitate was formed by bubbling the CO 2 rich anode effluent through the 0.01 M
alkaline earth metal hydroxide solution. The collected precipitate present in the 300 mL
solution was poured into a 500 mL separatory funnel, sealed and allowed to settle
overnight.

The funnel contents were then centrifuged and the supernatant was

decanted. The precipitate was then washed with 18.2 MΩ deionized water and
centrifuged. The washed precipitate was again removed from the supernatant and dried
overnight at 85 oC. The mass of the dried precipitate was then recorded.
To verify the amount of background ambient CO 2 that precipitated in the 0.01 M
alkaline earth metal hydroxide solution, two experiments were conducted. The first
experiment took the freshly prepared 0.01 M alkaline earth metal (Ca or Ba) hydroxide
solution and poured it into the separatory funnel overnight. The small amount of
precipitate was then centrifuged, dried at 85 oC, and massed. The second experiment
added 19.8 mg of anhydrous sodium carbonate to the 300 mL alkaline earth metal
hydroxide solution. The mass of Na 2 CO 3 provided the amount of carbonate expected
from a 2 hour fuel cell test at 5 mA of constant current. The contents were sealed,
stirred and then separated, centrifuged, and dried as described.
To verify the amount of CO 2 crossover from the fuel cell operation, tests were
performed without current while the anode effluent was bubbled through the 0.01M
Ba(OH) 2 solution to collect any precipitate. The anode effluent was collected under two
separate conditions: (1) H 2 anode, and O 2 + CO 2 cathode gases were turned on and
flowed at 0.2 L/min; and (2) H 2 anode, and O 2 cathode gases were flowing. These tests
would run for more than 10 hours to collect a sufficient quantity of precipitate so that the
total 10 hour mass collected would exceed the amount of carbonate typically collected
from background ambient CO 2 tests. For example, if the ambient CO 2 on average
accounted for 8 mg of the carbonate precipitate then a 10 hour test would be sufficient to
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collect on average 22 mg of precipitate. The crossover in this example would then
account for 1.4 mg of precipitate per hour.
2.5 Physical Characterization
Synthesized catalyst materials were characterized using Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS), X-ray diffraction
(XRD), Attenuated Total Reflectance – Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATRFTIR), and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The purity of dried barium
carbonate precipitate was characterized using ATR-FTIR and TGA DSC.
The SEM was controlled at a free working distance of 10 mm. The accelerating
voltage was set at 15 kV to 20 kV with a spot size of 4.5 microns. SEM images were
captured using a dwell time (scan speed) of 3 μs. For EDS measurements, the time
constant (i.e. amp time) was set at 0.5 to control the deadtime range between 20 – 40%.
The process time to acquire the EDS data was actively monitored to maximize data
resolution (count per second) and reduce deadtime. XRD measurements used Cu as
the anode metal providing K-alpha radiation with a wavelength of 1.5406 Å. The power

was set using an applied potential of 40 kV with an electron beam current of 40 mA. The
step size was 0.01 degrees 2-theta with a time-per-step of either 1.0 or 1.5 seconds.
Scans were preformed from either 5 to 60 or 10 to 90 degrees 2-theta. ATR-FTIR
measurements with a diamond crystal examined powder samples over wavelengths
from 4000 cm-1 to 500 cm-1. The resolution was set at 4 cm-1. Each sample was
automatically scanned 120 times and the results were displayed. XPS investigation
used a twin Al/Mg anode as the x-ray source. A survey of the powdered material was
performed from zero up to 1100 eV to determine the material’s elemental binding
energies.

Specific results associated with the use of the sophisticated material

characterization equipment are discussed in greater detail in the following chapters.
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Table 2.1 – Chemicals and materials
Chemical / Material

Purity

Supplier

10% Platinum on Vulcan XC72R

BASF

Barium oxide

99.5%

Strem Chemicals

Calcium oxide

Reagent grade

Alfa Aesar

Carbon dioxide

Ultra High Purity (UHP)

Airgas

Toray teflon treated carbon
paper
Cobalt(II) phthalocyanine

Fuel Cell Store
Reagent grade

Crushed glassware

Alfa Aesar
Pyrex

Deionized water

18.2 MΩ

Millipore

Dimethylformamide

ACS Reagent

Sigma-Aldrich

Fumion® FAA two-component
anion exchange ionomer

FuMA-Tech GmbH

Hydrogen

UHP

UCONN Center for Clean
Energy Engineering (C2E2)

Nitrogen

UHP

Airgas

Oxygen

UHP

Airgas

Potassium hydroxide

Reagent grade

Fisher Scientific

Potassium permanganate

>99.0%

Sigma-Aldrich

RALEX AMH-PAD

MEGA a.s.

Ruthenium(III) chloride hydrate

99.98 trace metals
basis

Sigma Aldrich

Silicon, powder

99.999% -60 mesh

Aldrich

Silicon(IV) dioxide, powder

99.5% metals basis
-400 mesh

Alfa Aesar

Sodium carbonate (anhydrous)

Reagent grade

Fisher Scientific

Sodium hydroxide

Reagent grade

Fisher Scienitfic
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Table 2.2 – Testing Equipment
Chemical / Material

Model

Supplier

Potentiostat

PGSTAT302N

Autolab Ecochemie

Fuel Cell Test Station

850e

Scribner
Associates

pH meter

Excel XL 60

Fisher Scientific

Analytical Balance

P-114

Denver Instruments

Centrifuge

Sorval Biofuge
Primo

Thermo Scientific

D8 Advance

Bruker

Quanta FEG 250

FEI

STA 449 F3
Jupiter

Netzsch

Nicolet iS10

Thermo Scientific

ESCALAB MKII

VG Scientific

Fuel Cell Hardware

5 cm2
(serpentine)

Fuel Cell
Technologies, Inc.

Hot/Stir Plate

Isotemp

Fisher Scientific

XRD spectrometer
(X-ray Diffraction)
SEM with EDS
(Scanning Electron Microscopy)
(Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy)
TGA-DSC
(Thermogravimetric Analysis)
(Differential Scanning Calorimetry)
ATR-FTIR spectrometer
(Attenuated Total Reflectance – FourierTransform Infrared Spectroscopy)
XPS
(X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy)
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Table 2.3 – Hydrothermal Synthesis Catalysts
Reaction
Method Vessel /
Solution
M3

Borosilicate
Glass /

Reagents

Product

Pyrochlore [17]

CaO : RuCl 3

(Method 3)

KOH, KMnO4
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

Teflon /
KOH, KMnO4
Teflon /

Ruthenium Oxide
(amorphous)

CaO : RuCl 3

Borosilicate Glass Tobermorite
Shards

Teflon /

CaO : RuCl 3

KOH, KMnO4

Silicon (pure-Si)

Teflon /

CaO : RuCl 3

KOH, KMnO4

Silica (SiO 2 )

Teflon /

CaO

KOH, KMnO4

Silica (SiO 2 )

KOH, KMnO4

M3

RuO 2

CaO : RuCl 3

KOH, KMnO4

Teflon /

Abbreviation

RuCl 3
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CSH (glass )

Tobermorite

CSH (pure Si )

Tobermorite

CSH (SiO 2 )

Tobermorite

CSH (no Ru)

Ruthenium Oxide
/ Manganese
Oxide

RuMn or
RuO 2 /Mn x O y

Table 2.4 – Cathode Catalysts Tested
Chemical / Material

Abbreviation

Material Source

10% Platinum on Carbon

Pt/C

BASF

Amorphous Ruthenium Oxide /
Manganese Oxide
precipitate

RuMn or
RuO 2 /Mn x O y

Hydrothermal Synthesis – Teflon
Flask Reaction Vessel

Carbon Black

C_Blk

Mfr

Cobalt(II) Phthalocyanine

Co(II) or CoPc

Alfa Aesar

M3

Hydrothermal Synthesis –
Borosilicate Glass Reaction
Vessel

CSH ( )

Hydrothermal Synthesis – Teflon
Flask Reaction Vessel

Tobermorite (SiO 2 ) with no
Ruthenium

CSH (no Ru)

Hydrothermal Synthesis – Teflon
Flask Reaction Vessel

No Catalyst – only
Toray Carbon Paper

GDL

Fuel Cell Store

‘Pyrochlore’ [17]; Tobermorite
Tobermorite (silica source)
Silica (SiO 2 )
Silicon (pure-Si)
Glass Shard (glass)
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CHAPTER 3 – HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CO2
ADSORBING NON-PLATINUM CATALYST – TOBERMORITE
3.1 Background
Previous studies have shown that carbonate anions are produced through both
the direct and indirect pathways in the RTCFC on Pt and other catalysts [12]. It is well
known that H 2 O adsorbs readily on the Pt surface; whereas, CO 2 does not adsorb well.
In fact, kinetic studies show that CO 2 only adsorbs on Pt when a hydrogen atom is
already adsorbed, H ads , on the surface regardless of the CO 2 concentration [19]. Other
non-noble cathode catalysts have been considered due to the high cost of platinum and
the finding that some non-platinum catalysts have higher ORR activity.

Since AEM

based fuel cells can use non-noble catalysts at the cathode, RTCFC researchers have
investigated the engineering of a conductive catalyst that will also favor the adsorption of
CO 2 over H 2 O, which is expected to favor carbonate production via the direct pathway
[17], [18]. Vega et al. developed a ‘pyrochlore’ catalyst that displayed high surface area,
strong CO 2 adsorption over H 2 O, and good conductivity. When used as the cathode
catalyst in the RTCFC, carbonate production was confirmed by observing the formation
of a CaCO 3 precipitate in a 0.01M Ca(OH) 2 solution. Extensive XRD fingerprinting and
SEM characterization of this newly synthesized material, supported the belief that a
calcium ruthenate pyrochlore, Ca 2 Ru 2 O 7-x had been prepared through Vega’s
hydrothermal synthesis method #3 (M3). However, the Vega study lacked an elemental
analysis of the synthesized material.
To better elucidate the composition of the material, this thesis performed an
elemental analysis and extensively characterized the catalyst through XRD, SEM EDS,
XPS and ATR-FTIR.

In addition, this thesis examined the hydrothermal synthesis

conditions so that the catalyst composition and crystalline purity could be improved.
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3.2 Methods for the hydrothermal synthesis of catalysts
In this thesis the ‘pyrochlore’ catalyst was synthesized using Method 3 (M3) as
reported by Vega et al. [17]. This method created a strong oxidizing environment with
the addition of 0.01M KMnO 4 to a 1.0M KOH solution.

Calcium Oxide and

Ruthenium(III) Chloride were added in a 1:1 molar ratio to a borosilicate glass reaction
vessel and heated to 200 oC for 3 days under reflux. The resulting precipitate from this
hydrothermal synthesis was characterized using XRD, SEM, EDS and ATR-FTIR.
A Teflon reaction vessel was used for the other six catalyst synthesis iterations
unique to this thesis, which were summarized in Table 2.3. Each method (T1-T6) was
varied by introducing different reagent combinations and the product characterization
was compared to the M3 ‘pyrochlore’ product.

Method T1 followed the same M3

protocol except the borosilicate glass reaction vessel was replaced by a Teflon flask.
The T2 method introduced crushed borosilicate glass shards as a silicon source. To
better demonstrate the importance of a silicon source confirmed by the crushed glass
method used in T2, pure elemental silicon was added in method T3 as the sole silicon
source. The fourth method, T4, used silicon(IV) dioxide (SiO 2 ) powder, 99.5% metals
basis, as the silicon source. The average particle size for this silica powder was 2 μm
with a surface area of 2 m2 g-1. The oxidation state of the Si in the SiO 2 powder was
more representative of the material (excluding aluminum) that would be etched from a
borosilicate glass reaction vessel. The importance of ruthenium to the overall catalyst
composition was tested by eliminating it in method T5, while keeping all other variables
constant as in the T4 method. An earlier M3 method that also eliminated Ru as a
precursor was one motivation for the T5 synthesis method. The final synthesis method
(T6) that was investigated eliminated CaO and SiO 2 powder as reagents, but kept RuCl 3
as a reducing agent present in the strong oxidizing environment created by KOH and
KMnO 4 .
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3.3 Experimental Results & Discussion
3.3.1 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) provides a method to estimate the
elemental composition of materials by bombarding with high energy electrons and
detecting the element specific energy (eV) emitted when the excited shell electrons of
the element relax. Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 show the quantitative elemental composition
of the material generated from each synthesis method. EDS showed the M3 ‘pyrochlore’
on average had a composition of (62 at. %) oxygen, (15 at. %) silicon, (12 at. %)
Table 3.1 – EDS for materials synthesized by methods M3, T1-T6. Elemental composition in atomic
percent (at.%) with standard deviation (±s.d.). See Figure 3.1 for graphical representation.

O

Al

Si

Ru

K
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Mn

2.91
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6.36

Method
M3

T1
T2
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T3
(pure Si)
T4
(SiO2)
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(no Ru)
T6

61.56
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±6.33
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±1.60
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-
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-

-

-

-

0.34
±0.17
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±0.46
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±3.78

62.27

14.95

±0.84

13.17
±2.17

12.76
±3.96

20.95
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0.47
±0.11

5.85
±0.97

0.45
±0.17

0.13
±0.05

1.05

-

±0.10
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±1.06

±5.64

9.42

-

±1.18

0.92

14.67

±0.15

2.52

±1.42

10.39

±0.29

0.68

±1.08

11.03

±0.19

0.88

±1.66

15.94

±0.27

9.16
±1.09

±1.82

-

±3.36

15.06
±1.61

9.01
±0.96

5.81
±2.78

8.14
±3.41

0.64
±0.57

24.58
±2.33

calcium, (6 at. %) manganese, (3 at. %) potassium, and (2 at. %) aluminum. Less than
one percent of the material was ruthenium (0.3 at.%). The EDS spectrum for the M3
product is shown in Figure 3.2.

EDS results for each synthesis method
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Figure 3.1 – Bar graph of Table 3.1 that shows at. % contribution from each synthesis
method.

Figure 3.2 – EDS of proposed M3 Ca 2 Ru 2 O 7-y ‘pyrochlore’ showing dominant Si, Ca , O
and Mn peaks.
With such a strong Si peak, these results from the EDS analysis strongly suggest
that silicon played a dominant role in the composition of the M3 material.
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Equally

noteworthy was the presence of manganese in the EDS result.

Interestingly,

ruthenium’s role in the M3 elemental composition was not conclusive even though its
atomic contribution was less than one percent. Thus, prior to examining the origins of
the silicon source, a second M3 hydrothermal synthesis procedure was performed where
ruthenium was excluded from the borosilicate glass reaction vessel. The resulting EDS
from the M3 (no Ru) synthesis showed similar contributions from all elements previously
mentioned except manganese, which was no longer present in the material, which is
shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 – EDS of M3 synthesis without ruthenium as a precursor, M3 (no Ru). Note
the loss of the manganese peak when Ru is not added as a reagent.
When the absence of Ru(III) as a reactant (i.e. no Ru) was contrasted with the
original M3 synthesis EDS results, the role Ru(III) played when present as a reducing
agent became more clear. When present as a reactant, ruthenium(III) chloride reduced
the oxidation state of manganese from its original +7 permanganate state.

Mn(VII)

readily accepted an electron from ruthenium and the XPS studies in Section (3.3.5)
revealed the oxidation states for Ru and Mn. At its reduced oxidation state, manganese
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was able to contribute to the overall composition of the M3 product. When Mn(VII) was
not reduced then it was readily washed from the collected precipitate during vacuum
filtration as permanganate, MnO 4 -.
The color of the M3 product was a rich dark brown, while the Ru-free M3 product
showed a very light tan color. The resulting color change from dark brown to light tan
was attributed to the change in composition with the loss of manganese when no Ru
was present as a reactant. Having explained the importance of Ru(III) in the reduction of
Mn(VII), the presence of the large silicon EDS peak was systematically explored.
The use of glass as a reaction vessel at elevated temperatures and high pH is
widely known to lead to glass corrosion [20]. To confirm that the borosilicate glass
reaction vessel was the source of silicon observed in the M3 EDS results, a new
synthesis (T1) was performed using a Teflon flask with a 12 inch reflux column made of
polypropylene while keeping all other input variables constant as in M3. The resulting
reaction product was devoid of silicon and had the following atomic composition: 73 %
oxygen; 2 % ruthenium, 9 % calcium, and 15 % manganese with a representative EDS
plot shown in Figure 3.4. The oxidation state for both Ru and Mn in the T1 reaction

Figure 3.4 – EDS for T1 synthesis showing a total loss of the Si peak
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product was +4 as confirmed by XPS. The strong oxidizing environment in the Teflon
flask oxidized Ru(III) to RuO 2 and the manganese in MnO 4 - was reduced to Mn(VI)
followed by further reduction to MnO 2 . The resulting amorphous T1 product, verified by
XRD in Sect. (3.3.2), was collected using vacuum filtration and characterized.
The T2 synthesis used the Teflon flask and added glass shards from a crushed
M3 reaction vessel to verify glass as the source for the EDS silicon peak. The T2
product provided an EDS elemental profile that matched the elemental peaks and
composition of the M3 product. This confirmed that silicon originated from the corrosion
of the borosilicate glass reaction vessel used in the M3 synthesis method.
The T3 method showed that pure silicon powder (black in color) could be used as
a silicon source; however, its use as a reagent added some uncertainty to the EDS
results. Specifically, the EDS results for the T3 synthesis product showed the largest
atomic percentage of ruthenium (5.85 at. %) found in any of this study’s synthesis
methods. However, the peaks observed by XRD (Sect. (3.3.2)) still matched the XRD
fingerprints of the synthesis methods which contained an identified silicon source (i.e.
M3, T2-T5). The relatively pronounced ruthenium peaks in Figure 3.5 are not readily
explained, but may be attributed to controlling or limiting the availability of silicon(IV) as a
reagent for the reaction.
In the T3 synthesis, pure silicon powder needed to be oxidized from zero to a +4
state. A visual inspection of the T3 product displayed a dark black color that includes
elemental silicon that was not etched (i.e. oxidized) by the strong oxidizing environment
and thus not utilized by the other reactants. This dark black color was in contrast to the
other synthesized products. The large Ru peaks in relation to the other elemental peaks
were unique to this T3 synthesis and further study on the fate of Ru may be of interest;
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Figure 3.5 – EDS of T3 synthesis method, which used pure elemental Si as a silicon
source
however, finding the precise contribution of ruthenium in the T3 synthesis deviated from
the aim of this thesis and was not specifically investigated. However, it’s consistent that
Ru(III) performed the same reducing agent role as in the T1 synthesis method.
Using silica (SiO 2 ) powder with Si present in its +4 oxidation state was a better
representative of the original oxidation state of silicon found in glass. The T4 synthesis
method used silicon (IV) dioxide, 99.5% metals basis, as the silicon source for the
hydrothermal reaction.

The resulting EDS composition for this closely controlled,

hydrothermally synthesized product mirrored the elemental composition of the M3
product within the given standard deviation in Table 3.1.

The one key elemental

difference between the T4 and M3 products was the elimination of aluminum from the T4
product. The common compositional thread between M3, and T2-T4 was the presence
of Ca, Si, O, and Mn.
With the new Teflon flask hydrothermal synthesis method to recreate the key
constituents of the M3 product, this thesis could now focus on the source of an active
catalytic component (elemental or structural) within the synthesized material by creating
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two new synthesis products, T5 and T6, which could be contrasted with the T4 product.
To evaluate the role of manganese a new synthesis method similar to the M3 (no Ru)
method previously discussed was performed in the Teflon flask identified as T5 (no Ru).
By eliminating ruthenium from the reactants, EDS showed in Table 3.1 that Mn was also
eliminated from the T5 product. This Mn deficient T5 product was made available for
testing as a cathode catalyst to verify the importance of a Mn deficient component within
the Ca, Si, O, structure.
The T6 synthesis product was designed to remove Ca and Si as potential active
catalytic components, while highlighting manganese activity. The T6 method reacted
Ru(III) with Mn(VII) in the strong oxidizing environment found in the Teflon flask reaction
vessel. CaO and SiO 2 were not added to the T6 reaction vessel. The resulting product
was examined using EDS giving the compositional atomic makeup of 65 % oxygen, 25
% manganese, 9 % potassium, and 1 % ruthenium as represented in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 – EDS for T6 synthesis, which reacted Ru(III) with KMnO 4 in 1.0M KOH in a
Teflon flask at 200 oC for 72 hours.
The RuO 2 , Mn x O y T6 product was now available for fuel cell testing to determine
its catalytic properties; however, the actual molecular composition of Mn in the T6
product was first considered. The EDS results for T6 showed an increased atomic
contribution of potassium. The literature on inorganic synthesis shows that manganate,
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Mn(VI), can be prepared in the laboratory when a strong reducing agent (in this case
Ru(III)) reacts with the permanganate ion to form K 2 MnO 4 . This potassium manganate
product is only stable in alkaline environments and forms green crystals when cooled. It
is possible for K 2 MnO 4 to change rapidly to MnO 2 with a rapid drop in pH as the alkaline
solution becomes more acidic [21]. Considering the atomic percentages associated with
RuO 2 and K 2 MnO 4 in the T6 reaction product, the EDS compositional analysis shows
that the remaining ratio of O atoms to Mn atom was 2:1, thus forming MnO 2 . This ratio
would confirm that the insoluble MnO 2 is the dominant molecular form of Mn found in the
T6 product. The XPS analysis (Sect. (3.3.5)) shows that Mn is dominated by its +4
oxidation state, providing further confirmation that the presence of Mn is from MnO 2 .
Because manganese(IV) dioxide was the likely form of Mn that contributed most
to the EDS results which contained manganese (i.e. M3, T1-T4, T6), the remaining Ca,
Si, and O atomic contribution (at. %) was considered as forming a crystalline structure
that was verified by the XRD results in Sect. (3.3.2). Although XRD, SEM and FTIR
results are discussed in the following sections, the reader should consider the elemental
ratios of Ca, Si, and O given the EDS results. The atomic ratio of Ca:Si:O less MnO 2
was calculated as Ca 1.0 Si 1.2 O 4.0 , which can be expressed as Ca 5 Si 6 O 20 by showing the
atomic contribution in whole numbers. The atomic Ca-Si-O composition shown was
obviously devoid of hydrogen as EDS analysis is unable to quantify elemental
contributions below Boron on the periodic table. The following characterization sections
will show how hydrogen atoms contribute to the Ca-Si-O material by bonding with some
of the available oxygen atoms to form OH and molecular H 2 O.
3.3.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
Now informed with an elemental understanding of the synthesized materials,
structural studies using XRD provide more value in determining the crystal structure and
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identity of the synthesized materials, which were dominated by Ca, Si, and O. The XRD
fingerprint obtained from the M3 product (Figure 3.7(a)) mirrored the XRD characteristics
presented by Vega et al. as expected, since the M3 method in this thesis was the same
method used in the Vega study. Vega noted the prominent XRD peaks at 29.5o and
49.9o which corresponded to the (222) and (440) crystal planes in a calcium ruthenate
pyrochlore. However, since EDS shows that Ru is not significantly present, the question
to answer is what calcium silicate structure would share similar peaks to a pyrochlore.
From the EDS analysis when ruthenium(III) was absent as a reactant in the M3
(no Ru) synthesis, it was realized that Mn was no longer present in the synthesis.
However, the XRD fingerprint for the M3 (no Ru) material not only mirrored the original
XRD pattern of the M3 material, it actually exhibited better crystallinity (Fig. 3.7 (b)). The
absence of Mn means the M3(no Ru) reaction and also the T5(no Ru) reaction products
did not contain the amorphous MnO 2 product. This is the most likely explanation for
increase in the product crystallinity.
Interestingly, when the reaction vessel was changed from borosilicate glass to
Teflon (i.e. T1) the XRD pattern of the reaction product was completely different and
gave an amorphous, flat-line fingerprint (Figure 3.7 (c)). This T1 amorphous product
was analyzed by XRD in greater detail above room temperature by scanning the
material at increasing temperatures, 200 oC, 400 oC, and 600 oC. As the temperature
increased, crystalline peaks began to appear at 27.9, 35.0 and 54.0 degrees (2θ) which
are consistent with ruthenium(IV) oxide. Figure 3.8 shows the XRD results for the in situ
temperature change on the amorphous T1 product. These peaks correspond directly to
the {110}, {101}, and {211} crystal faces of RuO 2 [22].
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(c)

(b)
(a)

Figure 3.7 – XRD fingerprint for hydrothermal synthesis products. (a) M3 synthesis using
borosilicate glass reaction vessel; (b) M3 synthesis without Ru as a reagent; (c) T1
synthesis method using Teflon flask as reaction vessel.
Since the only difference between method M3 and T1 was the reaction vessel
material, a new synthesis (method T2) was performed where crushed borosilicate glass
shards were introduced into the Teflon reaction vessel. The XRD peaks obtained from
this synthesis method exactly matched the XRD pattern obtained from M3 (see Figure
3.9(a) & (b)). This comparable XRD fingerprint clearly shows that the glass material was
essential to creating the material formed by M3.
Considering the results obtained from the EDS analysis and an examination of
the literature for hydrothermal synthesis methods revealed the M3 and T2 materials
were potentially from a class of hydrated calcium silicates denoted in the literature as
CSH. More specifically, the materials were consistent with CSH materials belonging to
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Figure 3.8 – XRD fingerprint of T1 synthesis product with in situ temperature increase
showing growth of RuO 2 peaks at 400°C and 600°C.
the tobermorite mineral family [23]. The synthesis of these CSH materials simply require
an environment with high pH and elevated temperatures (175 – 200 oC) over many
hours having CaO and a silicon source as reagents [24], [25]. The tobermorite materials
are structurally related to CSH compounds, which are the main binding product of
Portland cement [26]. Tobermorite also shares strong peaks at 29° and 49.5° 2θ, similar
to a ‘pyrochlore’; however, the tobermorite crystal faces at these peaks shown in Fig.
(3.10) are (0,2,0), (-2,2,0) and (-2,4,0), respectively.
To support the EDS work, XRD was performed on the T3 material, shown in
Figure 3.9c, which showed the same dominant peaks as the T2 material, revealing a
closely similar crystal structure to M3 and T2. A large peak at 36.5 degrees was unique
only to this synthesis method which used pure, elemental Si powder; however, after
extensive investigation the source of that peak remains unclear. One visual difference
between the T3 product and the M3/T2 products was T3’s distinct black color versus the
rich brown M3/T2 color.
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To better control the synthesis and purity of the synthesized CSH material, silica
(SiO 2 , 99.5 % metals basis) powder was used as the silicon source. SiO 2 more closely
represents the material that would be etched from a glass container at high pH. The T4

{0 0 2}

{2 2 -1}
{2 0 -6}
{0 2 3}

{2 2 1}
{2 2 3}
{1 1 7}

(d)

(e)

(c)
(a)
(b)
2θ
Figure 3.9 – XRD fingerprint for CSH materials produced by denoted synthesis methods:
(a) M3, (b) T2; (c) T3; (d) T4; and (e) T5. All share the dominant tobermorite mineral
family peaks at 8°, 29°, 32°, 49.5° and 55° 2θ. Miller indices provided for dominant
clinotobermorite peaks.
method used the high purity SiO 2 powder and the resulting rich brown material
possessed a nearly identical XRD pattern to M3, T2, and T3. Even the smaller peaks of
the T4 sample (d) shown in Fig. (3.9) could be directly associated with the smaller peaks
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found in the M3 product (a).

This suggests that the T4 synthesis method closely

matched the crystalline bond formation from the original M3 method.
As the purity of the reactants improved, plus controlling the temperature between
175 oC and 200 oC, and setting a 1:1 molar ratio for Ca:Si, the XRD results showed
clinotobermorite and tobermorite 14 Å were the primary materials formed using the
synthesis methods previously described. The dominant XRD peaks shown in Figure

3.9(d) are compared to the dominant clinotobermorite (Ca 5 Si 6 (O,OH) 18 •5H 2 O) peaks
with associated Miller indices. The dominant XRD peaks from Henmi and Kusachi, who
first discovered clinotobermorite, describe the material using SEM, XRD and FTIR. The
dominant crystal faces derived from the Henmi and Kusachi XRD peaks showing the
greatest intensity are noted with Miller indices in Figure 3.9(d).

The 8° 2θ peak

represented the {0,0,2} face. The {2,2,-1} face was at 29° 2θ and the {2,2,3}, {1,1,7}
faces shared the peak at 32° 2θ.
It was possible that the M3 product more closely represented tobermorite – due
to the addition of aluminum from the borosilicate glass as a contributor to the total
composition of the material. In fact, the influence of aluminum was investigated by
Mitsuda

and

Taylor

to

show

that

when

Al

is

present

tobermorite

11

Å

(Ca 5 Si 6 (OH) 17 •5H 2 O) was readily formed [27]. However, because of the lack of purity in

the M3 product the crystal structure was deemed as coming from the tobermorite
mineral family in general, which includes plombierite (a.k.a. tobermorite 14 Å),
tobermorite 11 Å, clinotobermorite, and xonotlite (Ca 6 Si 6 (OH) 17 •5H 2 O) at the synthesis

temperatures between 175 – 200 °C.

To show how the C/S ratio and synthesis

procedure influences CSH and tobermorite, Grangeon et al. [25] varied the synthesis
parameters and provided the XRD images shown in Figure 3.10.
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The role of ruthenium was again examined in the Teflon flask hydrothermal
synthesis method. A new T5 (no Ru) method followed the same method as T4, but
ruthenium(III) chloride was removed from the list of reagents.

The resulting XRD

fingerprint shown in Figure 3.9 (e) again matched the previous XRD patterns, except T1,
which was the amorphous RuO 2 :MnO 2 precipitate, Fig. 3.8.

The T5 (no Ru) XRD

pattern also matched the M3(no Ru) pattern shown in Figure 3.7 (b).

Figure 3.10 – Qualitative comparison between XRD patterns of synthetic tobermorite,
and CSH materials prepared at room temperature (RT), 50 °C, 80 °C, and 110 °C. [25]
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The final material created using the Teflon flask methodology introduced only
Ru(III)Cl 3 , while eliminating CaO and SiO 2 from the reaction vessel. The same strong
oxidizing environment (1.0 M KOH, 0.1 M KMnO 4 ) was also present at 200 oC. In the T6
method, ruthenium was available as a reducing agent to oxidize permanganate to
manganate. The resulting XRD pattern was amorphous showing no crystallinity;
however, as previously discussed the EDS results in Table 3.1 suggested that the
amorphous product included the presence of RuO 2 , K 2 MnO4 and MnO 2 .
3.3.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The SEM image of the M3 product shown in Figure 3.11(a) was consistent with
the findings presented by Vega et al [17]. The image shows a wall-like structure with
fluffy cloud-like structures powdering the surface. Also, long, thin crystalline projections
can be seen scattered throughout the image. The wall-like structure was similar to the
tabular crystal structure discussed in the work by Henmi and Kusachi [28], [29]. The T1
microstructure (b) in Figure 3.11 did not show the crystalline projections, but rather an
agglomeration of fluffy, cloud-like amorphous structures. From EDS and XRD, the T1
structure showed the microstructure state for the RuO 2 and MnO 2 product.

Since

calcium was present in the T1 EDS results, the T1 image likely contained some CaCO 3 ,
CaO, and Ca(OH) 2 . Figure 3.11(c) shows the SEM image of the T2 synthesis where
glass shards were used as the Si source. This image again showed fluffy, cloud-like
structures that were consistent with the T1 synthesis product; however, the image also
showed the return of the sharp, rod-like and tabular crystalline structure associated with
clinotobermorite [28]. Other tobermorite family microstructures were also present and
consistent with features from xonotlite, tobermorite 14 Å and tobermorite 11Å; however,

the signature XRD fingerprint peaks for these materials did not match as closely as
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(a)
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Figure 3.11 – SEM microstructure of (a) M3, (b) T1, (c) T2, (d) T3, (e) T4, (f) T5
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clinotobermorite. Xonotlite and tobermorite 11Å also form when the Ca/Si ratio is set at
1:1.

Tobermorite forms at the temperatures near 175 oC, while xonotlite forms at

temperatures above 196 oC for batch processes in excess of 96 hours [23], [30].
The T3 SEM image (d) in Figure 3.11 with elemental silicon powder as the Si
source showed similar rod-like crystalline structures surrounded by fluffy, cloud-like
structures.

The T3 image was captured at a slightly lower magnification than the

previous SEM images and shows a heterogeneous mixing of the various crystalline
tobermorite structures interspersed with amorphous MnO 2 and RuO 2 throughout the
synthesized material. The SEM microstructure for the T4 product (e) with SiO 2 powder
(99.5 % metals basis) as the silicon source was captured at the highest magnification of
all six SEM images presented in Figure 3.11. The crystalline tobermorite components
were well mixed with the amorphous metal oxide components. The final SEM image
showed the microstructure for the T5 product (f) where ruthenium was removed as a
reagent. The resulting image showed extensive crystallinity and was unique because
the amorphous MnO 2 cloud-like components were clearly not present.

The T2-T5

products show SEM microstructure characteristics that were consistent with other
tobermorite family SEM images found in the literature and were consistent with the
findings from other characterization techniques discussed.
3.3.4 Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
ATR-FTIR was used as an independent method to verify the synthesized CSH
material as a member of the tobermorite mineral family.

The FTIR for tobermorite

consistently showed a large –OH stretching region from 2800 – 3700 cm-1 due to the
stretching vibrations in H 2 O hydroxyls that show a wide range of H-bonding strengths.
The distinct band at 1630 cm-1 was a result of H-O-H bending. The large band at 980
cm-1 was due to the Si-O stretching of nonbridging oxygens.
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The peaks for the

fingerprint region of the FTIR spectra for tobermorite were first presented in 1978 by
Mitsuda and Taylor [31].

Figure 3.12 – Infrared spectra for (a) clinotobermorite and (b) tobermorite from Fuka [28].

A significant amount of research has been conducted on analyzing the Ca:Si
ratio (C/S) contained in a CSH material. Analysis of FTIR spectra by Yu et al. in 1999
[32] showed how the C/S ratio impacts the FTIR spectrum and how closely generic CSH
is related to tobermorite as shown in Figure (3.13). The C/S ratio of the M3 and T2-T5
products were calculated from the EDS results in Sect. (3.3.1) and ranged from 0.76 to
0.93. Tobermorite 14 Å is reported to be in its most crystalline form when its C/S ratio is
0.88 [32].

The FTIR spectra in Figure 3.14 for the T4, M3, and T5 hydrothermal synthesis
products showed a large Si-O stretching band near 960 cm-1 followed by smaller peaks
in the fingerprint region at wavenumbers 862, 800, and 661 cm-1 for T4 and T5. The M3
product showed a fingerprint peak near 876 cm-1and likely shares the absorbance near
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Figure 3.13 – FTIR spectra of CSH samples, 14 Å tobermorite, 11 Å tobermorite, jennite, and
portlandite. (p is C-S-H with portlandite and s is C-S-H with silica gel.) [32]

661 cm-1; however, MnO 2 may be diluting the peak’s clarity. The M3 product was more
consistent with tobermorite than the T4 and T5 products; because it did not share the
800 cm-1 absorbance band that was evident in the T4 and T5 products. The increasing
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Figure 3.14 - ATR-FTIR for T4(SiO 2 ), M3(glass), and T5(no Ru) synthesis products
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absorbance in the 1000 – 1200 cm-1 region for CSH materials results from Si-O
stretching vibrations; and the tobermorite 11Å signature peak was found at the higher
frequency 1200 cm-1absorption band [33]. Because the M3 product lacked the peak at
1200 cm-1, it is likely that the M3 product more closely resembled tobermorite 14 Å. As

CSH materials became more crystalline (as in the case of tobermorite formation), the
frequency bands in the fingerprint region (400 cm-1 to 1200 cm-1) shift to larger
wavenumbers [33].
The ability of this tobermorite material to strongly adsorb CO 2 as presented in
Vega’s work [17] was further supported by the presence of the peak near 875 cm-1 due
to the out-of-plane bending of surface carbonates [32] as the synthesis products are
always exposed to air. The broad peak beginning near 3600 cm-1results from Ca–OH
and non-hydrogen bonded –OH stretching, while the bend near 3300 cm-1 corresponds
to –OH stretching of more strongly hydrogen bonded molecular H 2 O in the material’s
interlayer. The size of the band near 1630 cm-1 indicates a larger content of molecular
H 2 O [32]. All CSH materials including tobermorite share the Si-O stretching vibration
near 970 cm-1.

The band near 811 cm-1 in Fig. 3.13 increases as the C/S ratio

increases. The Si-O-Si bending band shows a maximum intensity at 670 cm-1when the
C/S ratio equals 0.88, which results when the material is in its most ordered state as in
the case of crystalline 14 Å tobermorite [32]. The carbonate bands at 1400 – 1500 and

875 cm-1 are also useful as they grow with increasing carbonation of the material, which
is directly linked to an increasing C/S ratio [32].

The gradual increase in absorbance at wavenumbers below 620 cm-1 is
attributed to the Mn–O stretching from the MnO 2 formed in the product synthesis [34]
and to the large CSH peak near 450 cm-1 that is associated with deformation of the SiO 4
tetrahedra [32]. Figure 3.15 shows the FTIR for the T6 synthesis product which was
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Figure 3.15 – ATR-FTIR for T6 synthesis with MnO 2 as dominant product.
predominantly MnO 2 (see EDS results in Table 3.1).

Notice the large increase in

absorbance below 620 cm-1. Both the M3 and T4 FTIR images in Figure 3.14 showed
this increase; however, the T5 synthesis with no Ru and consequently no MnO 2 , did not
show the increased absorbance below 620 cm-1 from the Mn–O stretching. The ATRFTIR results were consistent with the EDS and XPS results that all suggest ruthenium
was required for the reduction of permanganate.
3.3.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS was performed on the CSH and CSH (no Ru) materials to determine the
oxidation state of silicon, calcium, ruthenium, and manganese obtained from the T3 and
T5 synthesis, respectively. The results were analyzed using CasaXPS software and
compared with the NIST X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Database which provided
spectral line information and oxidation state based on the binding energy peaks. The
raw data peaks for all spectral lines were shifted by approximately +5 eV from their
unbiased literature values. This observed chemical shift for Si, Ca, Ru, and Mn can be
attributed to the crystal structure of the synthesized material [35]. Since the T3 and T5
materials gave the same characteristic XRD peaks as M3, M3 (no Ru), and T2-T5
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products; XPS can be used to described the oxidation state of the elements in the CSH
material.
For these synthesized CSH materials, the raw XPS results showed silicon with
the 2p spectral line having a binding energy of 105 eV, putting Si in its +4 oxidation
state.

The calcium 2p1/2 spectral line with a doublet peak at 350 eV and 354 eV

showed calcium in its +2 oxidation state. The ruthenium peak was partially masked by
the adjacent peaks from CO 2 adsorption on the tobermorite, which formed bound CO 3 2on the tobermorite surface.

Having CO 2(ads) on the surface is consistent with other

research showing CO 2 adsorbs strongly on the CSH surface [17]. This CO 2 adsorption
peak showed carbon in its +4 oxidation state with peaks at 289 eV, which correspond to
carbon’s 1s spectral line.

Ruthenium (present as RuO 2 ) showed a 3d5/2 doublet

spectral line at 280 eV and a 3d3/2 spectral line at 282 eV putting Ru in the +4 oxidation
state, vice the +5 state needed for the pyrochlore structure [17]. Manganese showed
binding energy peaks at 646 eV and 657 eV for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 spectral lines,
respectively; which showed that Mn was dominated by its +4 oxidation state.
The XPS results for the M3 (no Ru) material showed similar results with the
exception of Mn which did not display any spectral line peaks. This loss of XPS peaks is
expected because without ruthenium, the oxidation state of Mn(VII) was not altered
during the material synthesis. Consequently, the Mn(VII) was washed during vacuum
filtration from the CSH product. The EDS results for M3 (no Ru) and T5 (no Ru) also
confirmed that Mn was not present in the sample.
3.4 Summary – Hydrothermal Synthesis and Characterization of a CO2 Adsorbing
Non-Platinum Catalyst
A material that favors the adsorption of CO 2 over H 2 O was hydrothermally
synthesized in a strong oxidizing environment in both borosilicate glass and Teflon
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reaction vessels. The elemental composition of the synthesized materials was tested
using EDS. The structural fingerprint of the synthesized materials were examined using
XRD and ATR-FTIR.

The microstructure and oxidation state of the material was

investigated using SEM and XPS, respectively.
Using the composition results from EDS in combination with XRD fingerprinting
revealed the synthesized catalyst materials were most likely from the tobermorite family
of minerals.

Tobermorite is a calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) material.

From the

literature CSH materials are readily created using hydrothermal synthesis methods
closely similar to the procedures described in this thesis.

The specific tobermorite

structure, whether it was 14 Å tobermorite (plombierite), 11 Å tobermorite, xonotlite, or

clinotobermorite, was dependent upon the C/S ratio, synthesis temperature and reaction
time.
With a Si-source present, the material characterization tests supported the

formation of the tobermorite family CSH mineral structure. The ‘pyrochlore’ made by the
M3 method showed an amorphous, quasi-crystalline tobermorite 14 Å material that
results from (1) the impurities (B, Na, F, Al 2 O 3 ) present in the borosilicate glass reaction

vessel; and (2) the M3 glass surface was the silicon source which corroded in the
strongly oxidizing potassium hydroxide solution supplying Si(IV). When reagent grade
SiO 2 (99.5% metals basis) was intentionally added as the silicon source in method T4
(Teflon flask reaction vessel) the resulting XRD fingerprint matched that for
clinotobermorite Ca 5 Si 6 (O,OH) 18 ·5H 2 O. This stoichiometry was also supported by EDS.
This CSH material was produced when a 1:1 ratio of CaO to SiO 2 was present at
temperatures ranging from 175 to 196 oC [36]. The T4 SEM microstructure shows the
formation of tabular and long, sliver-like crystal formations surrounded by puffy, cloudlike metal oxides. The XPS results support the oxidation state of the cations found in the
synthesized materials and include MnO 2 , SiO 2 , CaO and RuO 2 .
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The collective crystalline microstructure of the CSH products resembled
contributions from clinotobermorite, 14 Å tobermorite, and xonotlite. The FTIR results

confirm the formation of products were from the tobermorite family; specifically, 14 Å
tobermorite for the M3 method; however, the results also show that CSH products are

present having a C/S ratio ranging from 0.76 to 0.93. Furthermore, the FTIR spectra
show that CO 2 was adsorbed onto the CSH material and constitutes the bands near
1470 and 862 cm-1. The results agree with the CO 2 adsorption properties observed by
other researchers.
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CHAPTER 4 – CATALYST PERFORMANCE USING ON / OFF GALVANOSTATIC
TECHNIQUE WITH GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS
This chapter investigates the contribution of carbonate production from the direct
and indirect pathway in the RTCFC with platinum supported on carbon (Pt/C) as the
cathode catalyst.

Also, the RTCFC’s ORR performance having Pt/C as the active

catalyst was contrasted with several other catalyst materials including: cobalt(II)
phthalocyanine, carbon black and the tobermorite synthesis products from Chapter 3.
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are two primary routes through which carbonate anions
can be formed at the RTCFC cathode. The first pathway is the direct four electron
electrochemical reduction of O 2 with CO 2 (Eq. (1.2)). In this chapter, Eq. (1.2) will be
referred to as the “direct pathways”. The second pathway is initiated by the traditional
ORR reaction in alkaline media to form hydroxide (Eq. (1.3)), which reacts with CO2 to
form bicarbonate (Eq. (1.4)), then carbonate (Eq. (1.5)). The combination of Eqs. (1.3) –
(1.5) will be referred to as the “indirect pathway”.
Direct Pathway:
O 2 + 2CO 2 + 4e-  2CO 3 2-

(1.2)

Indirect Pathway:
O 2 + 2H 2 O + 4e-  4OH-

(1.3)

2 OH- + 2 CO 2  2 HCO 3 -

(1.4)

2 OH- + 2 HCO 3 -  2 CO 3 2- + 2 H 2 O

(1.5)

Although the overall reaction for these two pathways are equivalent, the difference
resides in the adsorption of CO 2(ads) or H 2 O (ads) on the catalyst surface adjacent to the
oxygen reduction site.

The assumption was made that if CO 2 was adsorbed then the

direct pathway proceeds; if H 2 O was adsorbed then the indirect pathway proceeds. An
electrochemical standard addition technique was used to decouple the CO 3 2contributions from each pathway.
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4.1 Electrochemical Standard Addition with Fuel Cell Operation
The experimental method presented in this work gets its inspiration from the
chemical standard addition method in analytical chemistry. When the fuel cell is ON, the
reaction zone at the cathode surface takes in a small, unknown amount of CO 2 . When
the current is turned OFF, controlled aliquots of CO 2 are supplied to the fuel cell. These
small CO 2 doses can be controlled by introducing discrete ON / OFF pulses of current
using a potentiostat. The small pulses of OFF current encourage only the latter two
steps of the non-faradaic indirect pathway to proceed.

The small current-controlled

aliquots of CO 2 parallel the volumetric aliquots introduced in a classical chemical
addition method.

The results obtained by restricting small pulses of CO 2 can be

compared to benchmark tests where zero OFF-time occurs; that is, when the fuel cell
operates continuously at a constant charge. The difference between zero OFF-time and
some t OFF > 0 should allow this thesis study to reveal the selectivity, (S), of Pt/C towards
the direct and indirect pathway.
This experimental method used an ON/OFF Galvanostatic technique to precisely
control the exposure of CO 2 at the cathode. ON-time meant that both the full direct and
indirect pathways were active.

OFF-time meant that only the non-faradaic indirect

pathway of carbonate formation shown in Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) was active. Thus when
OFF-times were added, the system was effectively dosed with CO 2 , and only the nonfaradaic steps from the indirect pathway were active.

While setting the number of

discrete ON-time pulse widths (e.g. 2.0 s) to always total 2-hours (N s =3600 steps) of
cumulative ON-time, the OFF-time could be varied over discrete OFF-time intervals (e.g.
0.5 s, 1.0 s, 2.0 s) that were also pulsed over N s steps, see Figure (4.1). Increasing the
discrete OFF-time pulse greater than zero should allow for the contribution from only the
2nd and 3rd steps of the indirect pathway to be measured. The carbonate precipitate
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collected from each experiment could then be compared to a baseline mass obtained for
a single 2-hour ON-time pulse where the OFF-time pulse equaled zero (t OFF =0).
Allowing only the indirect pathway to proceed during short OFF-time pulses
provided a unique ability to isolate and examine the carbonate contribution generated
exclusively from the non-faradaic reaction sequence of the indirect pathway. Extending
the OFF-time pulse width allowed the indirect pathway to reach equilibrium at the fuel
cell’s electrode surface as illustrated in Figure (4.3). Once the system had reached
equilibrium for a particular OFF- time then no additional carbonate production above the

Figure 4.1 – Representative example showing how stepped OFF-time pulses inject
discrete aliquots of CO 2 that contribute to the non-faradaic steps of the indirect pathway.
Cumulative ON-time set at 2 hours and 5 mA for 36 C of charge.
equilibrium concentration would be available even after increasing the OFF-time pulse
width. The subsequent ON-time pulse would in turn quickly pull any present carbonate
through the MEA to the anode where it would react with the H 2 gas at the anode and be
converted to CO 2 .
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During the t OFF =0 experiments, some of the hydroxide produced at the cathode
was expected to react with CO 2 to make carbonate; however, most of the OH- was
expected to rapidly move into the MEA and migrate naturally as OH- to the anode. As
OFF-time pulses increased, the amount of carbonate produced from the indirect
pathway would increase, though the total charge would not. Eventually, it was expected
that t OFF could be increased until the equilibrium point was reached, which should be
dictated by the pKa of the membrane group. Above the critical t OFF , no variance in the
observed carbonate production was expected. Figure (4.3) shows an expected plot of
the total carbonate collected as a function of discrete OFF-time pulses. This ON/OFF
Galvanostatic method with gravimetric analysis would first exhibit an initial dynamic
period showing increased carbonate production with increasing OFF-time. This dynamic
region would be followed by a stable equilibrium region where the amount of carbonate
formed remains constant regardless of increasing the OFF-time pulse width. The initial
moles of carbonate present when the OFF-time equals zero, No, can be compared with

Equilibrium region

Dynamic region
CO32- formation (mg)

N*
dε/dt

No
0

tOFF
0.5

1

1.5

OFF-time pulse (s)
Figure 4.2 – Mass of carbonate collected versus OFF-time pulse width
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2

the number of moles at equilibrium, N*.

The OFF-time interval where the dynamic

region changes to the equilibrium region can be found where the initial slope, dε/dt,
intercepts the steady equilibrium value for collected carbonate. The dynamic region
exists because the excess OH- from the ORR, Eq. (1.3), was available to react favorably
with CO 2 present at the cathode surface while the current was off.
By controlling the OFF-time interval the ON/OFF Galvanostatic pulsing method
behaved in a manner consistent with analytical chemistry’s standard addition method by
simply adding small time-dependent aliquots of CO 2 that allow the indirect pathway to
proceed. Any additional formation of CO 3 2- resulting from the OFF-time pulses could be
directly compared to the baseline quantity of CO 3 2- produced from the exclusive ON-time
only tests when both the electrochemical and chemical pathways were active. Other
researchers have elaborated on the versatility and deductive capability obtained by
using the Standard Addition method in Chemistry [37] and in conjunction with gravimetric
analysis [38]. The number of stepped pulses and discrete ON / OFF intervals were
carefully controlled by NOVA software for this study’s potentiostat, which was
independent of the fuel cell test station controls.
4.2 Mathematical model for Carbonate Selectivity
In Chapter 1, the catalyst selectivity as the ratio of the electrochemical rate of
carbonate and hydroxide formation was defined by Eq. (1.6)

𝑆=

𝑁𝐶𝑂2− (𝐸𝐶)
3

(1.6)

𝑁𝑂𝐻− (𝐸𝐶)

Carbonate is formed in the reactions described by Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.5); thus the rate
of carbonate formation is simply the sum of the two rates
𝑑[𝐶𝑂32− ]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟1(𝐸𝐶) + 𝑟4(𝐶𝑃)
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(4.1)

where r 1 is from the direct electrochemical pathway and r 4 is from the indirect chemical
pathway (CP). The direct pathway is rooted to the adsorption of CO 2 on the catalyst
surface. Once adsorbed, CO 2(ads) can react readily with adsorbed oxygen and undergo
the faradaic reaction to form carbonate directly. In contrast, if CO 2 adsorbs poorly while
H 2 O adsorbs readily as in the case of Pt/C as a catalyst [17], [19] then increased
carbonate formation (i.e. r 4 ) via the indirect non-faradaic pathway would dominate.
When water and oxygen adsorb on the catalyst surface the rate of hydroxyl
formation, r 2 , is the electrochemical (EC) step, while the nonfaradaic reactions Eq. (1.4)
and Eq. (1.5) consume OH- in a non-electrochemical process.

Overall, the rate of

change of hydroxide concentration is the sum of these steps.
𝑑[𝑂𝐻 − ]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟2(𝐸𝐶) − 𝑟3(𝐶𝑃) − 𝑟4(𝐶𝑃)

(4.2)

Looking at the indirect pathway we know that hydroxide is formed by the wellstudied 4 e- oxygen reduction reaction, Eq. (1.3). The OH- subsequently reacts with CO 2
to form bicarbonate, r 3 . The relatively higher pH of the local OH- environment and the
pKa of the MEA at the cathode surface drive the newly formed HCO 3 - to react with an
additional OH- ion and produce carbonate, r 4 . The overall indirect non-faradaic pathway,
Eqs. (1.4) & (1.5), can be combined to illustrate the following reaction:
2OH− + CO 2 ⇆ CO 3 2- + H 2 O

(4.3)

The equilibrium constant can be expressed for this reversible reaction.
𝑘𝑓

𝑘𝑏

=𝐾=

[𝐶𝑂32− ]
[𝑂𝐻 − ]2 ∗𝑃𝐶𝑂2

(4.4)

Because raw experimental results in this thesis are collected in terms of mass, it makes
the most sense to convert molar concentration terms to moles, N i , by canceling out unit
volume terms and defining a modified equilibrium constant, K’ , to simplify Eq. (4.4)

𝐾=

𝑁 2−
𝐶𝑂3
𝑉
𝑁𝑂𝐻− 2
�
� ∗𝑃𝐶𝑂2
𝑉

(4.5)
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𝑁𝐶𝑂2−

𝐾=

3

(𝑁𝑂𝐻− )2 ∗𝑃𝐶𝑂2
𝑁𝐶𝑂2−

𝐾 ′ = (𝑁

where

𝑂𝐻− )

𝑘𝑓

𝐾′ ∗ 𝑉 =

thus

3
2 ∗𝑃

∗ 𝑉 = 𝐾′ ∗ 𝑉

(4.6)
(4.7)

𝐶𝑂2

or when rearranged

𝑘𝑏

𝑘𝑏 =

𝑘𝑓

𝐾′ 𝑉

(4.8)

The extent of reaction, ε, is defined as the moles of formation for a particular
species, i. Thus the following is true

𝑁𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖𝑜 + 𝑣𝑖 𝜀

(4.9)

where 𝑁𝑖𝑜 is the original number of moles for species i and v i is the stoichiometric
coefficient. Differentiating (4.9) with respect to OFF-time (t off ) gives
𝑑𝑁𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑣𝑖

𝑑𝜀

(4.10)

𝑑𝑡

Eq. (4.10) can be rearranged to give the ‘rate of progress’ for a particular species.
𝑑𝜀
𝑑𝑡

1 𝑑𝑁𝑖

=

(4.11)

𝑣𝑖 𝑑𝑡

Eq. (4.11) directly relates the rate of accumulation for carbonate and hydroxide exclusive
to the nonfaradaic chemical steps
𝑑𝜀
𝑑𝑡

−1 𝑑𝑁𝑂𝐻−

=

2

𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝑁𝐶𝑂2−
𝑑𝑡

3

(4.12)

Over the dynamic region highlighted in Figure 4.2 the non-faradaic rate of
formation of carbonate and hydroxide anions are expressed from Eq. (4.3).
𝑑[𝑂𝐻 − ]
𝑑𝑡

𝑑[𝐶𝑂32− ]
𝑑𝑡

= −2𝑘𝑓 𝑃𝐶𝑂2 [𝑂𝐻 − ]2 + 𝑘𝑏 [𝐶𝑂32− ]
= 𝑘𝑓 𝑃𝐶𝑂2 [𝑂𝐻 − ]2 − 𝑘𝑏 [𝐶𝑂32− ]

(4.13)
(4.14)

In terms of extent of reaction per volume (ε/V) Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) are expressed as
𝑑[𝐶𝑂32− ]
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑁 2−
𝐶𝑂3
�
𝑉

𝑑�

𝑑𝑡

=

1 𝑑𝑁𝐶𝑂2−
3

𝑉

𝑑𝑡

=

1 𝑑𝜖

𝑉 𝑑𝑡

=
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𝜖

𝑑�𝑉�
𝑑𝑡

(4.15)

𝑑[𝑂𝐻 − ]

=−

𝑑𝑡

1 𝑑�
2

𝑁𝑂𝐻−
�
𝑉

𝑑𝑡

1

=− ∗
2

1 𝑑𝑁𝑂𝐻−

𝑉

𝑑𝑡

=−

1 𝑑𝜖

2𝑉 𝑑𝑡

=−

𝜖

1 𝑑�𝑉�

(4.16)

2 𝑑𝑡

and the reaction rate of the non-faradaic steps of (4.3) in terms of ε/V become
𝜖

𝑑�𝑉�
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑓 �

𝑁𝑂𝐻− 2
𝑉

� 𝑃𝐶𝑂2 − 𝑘𝑏 �

𝑁𝐶𝑂2−
𝑉

3

�

(4.17)

Multiplying through by unit volume, V, and substituting Eq. (4.8) in for k b gives
𝑑𝜀
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑘𝑓
𝑉

𝑃𝐶𝑂2 (𝑁𝑂𝐻 − )2 −

𝑘𝑓 1

𝑉 𝐾′

(𝑁𝐶𝑂32− )

(4.18)

The moles of N i at any time can be simplified using (4.9), which gives the rate of
progress as
𝑑𝜀
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑘𝑓
𝑉

𝑜 −
𝑃𝐶𝑂2 (𝑁𝑂𝐻
− 2𝜀)2 −

𝑘𝑓 1

𝑑𝜀

𝑉 𝐾′

𝑜
(𝑁𝐶𝑂
2− + 𝜀)

(4.19)

3

The initial rate of progress, , in Eq. (4.19) is simply the initial slope or change in moles
𝑑𝑡

with respect to accumulated OFF-time (t OFF

•

N s ), which can be calculated from the

experimental data.
∆𝑁𝐶𝑂2−
3

∆𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓

= (𝑡

�𝑁∗ 2− − 𝑁𝑜 2− �
𝐶𝑂
𝐶𝑂
3

3

(4.20)

𝑂𝐹𝐹 )(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠)

∗
𝑜
where 𝑁𝐶𝑂
2− represents the moles of carbonate at equilibrium and 𝑁𝐶𝑂2− are the moles
3

of carbonate when the OFF-time pulse interval was set at zero.

3

For the duration of the total ON-time a specific amount of charge is supplied to
the fuel cell’s cathode by the Galvanostatic technique. This supplied charge must be
balanced by an equal amount of ionic charge carried in the form of carbonate or
hydroxide that passes across the MEA from the cathode to the anode. The conservation
of charge across the fuel cell follows:
𝐼∗∆𝑡𝑂𝑁
𝐹

𝑜
𝑜
= 2 𝑁𝐶𝑂
2− + 𝑁𝑂𝐻 −

(4.21)

3

This conservation of charge equation is always true, which allows the number of moles
𝑜 −
of hydroxide, 𝑁𝑂𝐻
, to be calculated using Eq. (4.22).
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𝑜 −
𝑁𝑂𝐻
=

𝐼∗∆𝑡𝑂𝑁
𝐹

𝑜
− 2 𝑁𝐶𝑂
2−

(4.22)

3

𝑜
The measured value of the carbonate term when OFF-time equals zero, 𝑁𝐶𝑂
2− , includes
3

carbonate formed from both the direct electrochemical and indirect chemical pathway as

shown by Eq. (4.1). Similarly, the amount of hydroxide generated and then consumed
from the indirect electrochemical and chemical pathways is shown by Eq. (4.2). Since
both carbonate and hydroxide are capable of carrying ionic charge across the MEA a
ratio of their rate of accumulation can be created and examined to determine a catalyst’s
selectivity.

where

𝑑[𝐶𝑂2−
3 ]
𝑑𝑡
𝑑[𝑂𝐻− ]
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑟1(𝐸𝐶) +𝑟4(𝐶𝑃)

(4.23)

𝑟2(𝐸𝐶) − 𝑟3(𝐶𝑃) −𝑟4(𝐶𝑃)

𝑟𝑖(𝐶𝑃) =

𝑑(𝜀/𝑉)

(4.24)

𝑑𝑡

is the rate of progress for the non-faradaic contribution of species, i, and

𝑟𝑖(𝐸𝐶) =

𝐼

(4.25)

𝐹

is the rate contribution for the electrochemically controlled reaction.
Over the course of the experiment the moles of each species that migrated to the
anode is related to species formation from both the faradaic (EC) and non-faradaic (CP)
pathways discussed. A ratio of these two species’ instantaneous rates of accumulation
follows
𝑑� 𝑁𝑜 2− �
𝐶𝑂3
𝑑𝑡
𝑑�𝑁𝑜
𝑂𝐻− �
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑
𝑑
�𝑁𝐶𝑂2− (𝐸𝐶) �+𝑑𝑡�𝑁𝐶𝑂2− (𝐶𝑃) �
𝑑𝑡
3
3
𝑑
𝑑
−
�𝑁
�+ �𝑁 −
�
𝑑𝑡 𝑂𝐻 (𝐸𝐶) 𝑑𝑡 𝑂𝐻 (𝐶𝑃)

(4.26)

and can be simplified considering Eq. (4.24); the total experimental time, ∆t; and
knowing that the ratio of the instantaneous rates of species arrival at the anode
𝑜
𝑜
culminates in a ratio of 𝑁𝐶𝑂
2− and 𝑁𝑂𝐻 − which can be measured by collecting the
3
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amount of CO 2 in the anode effluent as carbonate. Thus Eq. (4.26) can be simplified
and expressed as follows
𝑁𝑜 2−
𝐶𝑂
3

𝑜
𝑁𝑂𝐻
−

=

𝑑
𝑑𝜀
�𝑁𝐶𝑂2− (𝐸𝐶) � + 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
3
𝑑
𝑑𝜀
�𝑁 −
� − 2𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡 𝑂𝐻 (𝐸𝐶)

(4.27)

Differentiating the charge balance Eq. (4.21) with respect to time gives
𝐼

𝐹

𝑑

𝑑

𝑑

= 2 � �𝑁𝐶𝑂32− (𝐸𝐶) �� + � �𝑁𝑂𝐻 − (𝐸𝐶) ��

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡

𝐼

𝑑

�𝑁𝑂𝐻 − (𝐸𝐶) � = � � − 2 � �𝑁𝐶𝑂32− (𝐸𝐶) ��
𝐹

𝑑𝑡

(4.28)
(4.29)

and substituting Eq. (4.29) into Eq. (4.27) gives
𝑁𝑜 2−
𝐶𝑂
3

𝑜
𝑁𝑂𝐻
−

=

𝑑
𝑑𝜀
�𝑁𝐶𝑂2− (𝐸𝐶) � + 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
3
𝐼
𝑑
𝑑𝜀
�𝐹� − 2�𝑑𝑡�𝑁𝐶𝑂2− (𝐸𝐶) �� − 2𝑑𝑡
3

(4.30)

Now rearranging Eq. (4.30) in terms of the electrochemical rate of carbonate formation
gives

𝐼⎛
�𝑁𝐶𝑂32−(𝐸𝐶) � = ⎜
𝑑𝑡
𝐹⎜
𝑑

⎝

𝑁𝑜 2−

𝐶𝑂
� 𝑜 3 �
𝑁
−
𝑂𝐻

⎞ 𝑑𝜀
⎟
⎟ − 𝑑𝑡
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⎠

Solving Eq. (4.31) given the measured experimental data then allows solving Eq.
(4.29) for the electrochemical rate of hydroxide formation. The ratio of Eq. (4.31) and
Eq. (4.29) gives the catalyst Selectivity mentioned in Eq. (1.6)
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(4.33)

∆𝑡

Solving for the electrochemical rate of production of CO 3 2- at zero OFF-time gives the
electrochemical rate of production of carbonate at the surface of the catalyst. The actual
selectivity of the Pt/C catalyst towards CO 3 2- formation can now be calculated.
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4.3 Experimental Setup
The ON/OFF tests using the pulsed Galvanostatic technique were performed
using the experimental setup illustrated in Figure 4.3. The fuel cell test station controlled
the gas mixture(s), anode and cathode flow rates, gas and fuel cell temperatures, and
constantly monitored the voltage across the fuel cell. Ultra-high purity gases (N 2 , O 2 ,
CO 2 , and H 2 ) entered the fuel cell test station independently from UHP gas cylinders.
The test gases were conditioned to a temperature of 37 °C and humidified. N 2 was used
as the purge gas for the system. In advance of any testing the fuel cell MEA would be
humidified over a minimum of 12 hours using UHP nitrogen. The temperature of the fuel
cell hardware was set at 40 °C and monitored by the fuel cell test station using a
thermocouple.
During fuel cell tests the current was controlled by an Autolab Ecochemie 302N
potentiostat. ON-pulses were set at 5 mA, while the OFF-pulse widths were varied from
0.5 s to 2.0 s. The lowest constraint for the pulse width using the potentiostat was 0.5

Figure 4.3 – Experimental setup for Galvanostatic ON/OFF fuel cell testing with
gravimetric collection of carbonate precipitate in a stirred collection jar
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seconds. Other tests unrelated to catalyst selectivity were designed to test the efficacy
of the catalyst materials used in this thesis. These tests used currents ranging from 5
mA to 20 mA, which were controlled by the potentiostat, and the voltage across the fuel
cell was monitored over the duration of the experiment. The gas flow rates for both the
anode and cathode were set at 0.2 L/min which was the slowest flow rate that the fuel
cell test station could deliver while still maintaining a 10 percent CO 2 concentration
throughout the duration of the experiments. This overall cathode flow rate meant that
CO 2 was delivered at 0.02 L/min; any slower and the CO 2 rate would immediately drop
to zero.
The charge that arrived at the cathode produced both hydroxide and carbonate
anions.

These anions carried the charge by migration across the anion exchange

membrane. The charged anions then reacted with the humidified H 2 fuel at the anode
producing either CO 2 or H 2 O depending whether the anion was CO 3 2- or OH-,
respectively. Since one CO 2 molecule was directly related to one CO 3 2- anion that
passed across the MEA, the amount of carbonate could be measured by collecting the
precipitate created when the CO 2 in the anode effluent was bubbled through a stirred
solution of 0.01M Ca(OH) 2 or later 0.01M Ba(OH) 2 .
4.4 Separation and Drying of Precipitate
The CO 2 generated at the anode was bubbled through a 300 mL solution of
0.01M M2+(OH-) 2 solution (M = Ca, Ba). Carbonate quickly formed and precipitated as a
white, dispersed solid, before settling. The well-known precipitation reaction,
𝐶𝑂2 (𝑔) + 𝑀2+ (𝑂𝐻 − )2 (𝑎𝑞) → 𝑀2+ 𝐶𝑂32− (𝑠) + 𝐻2 𝑂(𝑙)

(4.34)

where 𝑀2+ was the alkaline earth metal, Ca2+ or Ba2+, formed the solid precipitate. Early
experiments used Ca(OH) 2 ; whereas, later experiments used Ba(OH) 2 . The calcium

hydroxide solution forms an environmentally safe precipitate that was used by other
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researchers to verify the presence of CO 2 in the anode effluent. However, a 0.01M
solution of Ca(OH) 2 , formed by adding CaO to H 2 O, puts the solution very close to its
saturation limit. A 0.01M Ba(OH) 2 solution is very far from its saturation limit and the
heavier BaCO 3 precipitate settles quickly allowing improved separation and consistently
quantifying the mass of the solid. The concern over Ba(HO) 2 is that the BaO precursor
is toxic (i.e. rat poison) and Ba2+ is harmful to aquatic life.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the steps followed in separating and drying the carbonate
precipitate. First the precipitate was collected in the jar containing the 300 mL M2+(OH) 2
solution. The entire contents of the jar were poured into a 500 mL separatory funnel and
sealed.

Once the solid had settled overnight the contents were collected and

centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was carefully decanted and
the remaining precipitate was dispersed in approximately 4 mL of remaining alkaline
earth metal hydroxide solution which was diluted/washed with 40 mL of DI H 2 O. The
diluted solution was centrifuged and decanted. The solid precipitate was dried at 85 °C
and massed.

Figure 4.4 – Separation and drying procedure used to collect and mass carbonate
precipitate.
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4.5 ON/OFF results with Ca(OH)2 to find Selectivity for Pt/C as cathode catalyst
Initial ON/OFF testing used CaCO 3 as the collected precipitate. These early
tests varied both the ON-time and OFF-time; the results are shown in Figure 4.5 (a)-(c).
Each plot shows an initial dynamic region followed by an equilibrium region as expected.
Each plot consistently shows (within one standard deviation) the same equilibrium value,
∗
𝑁𝐶𝑂
2− , at approximately 8.5 mg CaCO 3 . If only carbonate migrated across the MEA
3

carrying the 36 C of charge and reacted at the anode, then the total theoretical mass of
the total CaCO 3 collected would be 18.7 mg.
𝑄∙𝑀

𝑚𝑖 = |𝑧|∙𝐹
𝑚𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 = (36 𝐶) �

(4.35)
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂32− 100.1 𝑔𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 1000 𝑚𝑔
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑒 −
��
� = 18.7 𝑚𝑔
��
��
96485.3 𝐶
2 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑒 −
𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂32−

The mass collected at zero OFF-time used in each plot was 2.5 mg. This low mass
suggests that the indirect pathway dominates as the remaining charge is carried by OH-.
The selectivity was expected to be less than one (S<<1) for Pt/C as the anode catalyst.
Given the results shown in Figure 4.5, the selectivity calculations were problematic
because a negative rate of change for the electrochemical carbonate formation was
calculated, which means the direct pathway was operating in reverse, Eq. (1.2). This
negative electrochemical rate resulted in a negative selectivity (i.e. S= -0.013), which did
not make any physical sense.
A purely mathematical explanation for the negative EC rate stems from a zero
OFF-time mass that was too low. The low mass of 2.5 mg was collected very early in
the thesis study. This low mass could be attributed to (1) an inefficient collection of CO 2
when using Ca(OH) 2 , (2) early methods of decanting the supernatant without
centrifugation, and (3) inconsistent massing of the dry, powdered precipitate. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.5 – ON/OFF plots for Pt/C as the cathode catalyst where OFF-time varies and
(a) ON-time set at 0.5 s, (b) ON-time set at 1.0 s, and (c) ON-time set at 2.0 s pulse
width.
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variation in the CaCO 3 data points as noted by the large error bars with respect to the
mass collected support the prospect of an inconsistent collection process. Examination
of the original zero OFF-time results showed too much reliance on early data collected,
which included some of the first gravimetric measurements that were performed while
the experimental techniques of this thesis were still being refined.
Because the OFF-time was critical to the indirect formation of carbonate and the
ON-time was responsible for driving the anions through the MEA, a single plot of all the
Pt/C ON/OFF data was created to highlight the variation (or lack thereof) in the CaCO 3
mass as a function of OFF-time, Figure 4.6. This new representation of data included all
of the zero OFF-time tests and combined data of Figure 4.5 regardless of the ON-time.
The ON-time pulses could be combined in one graph because the equilibrium region for
each plot in Figure 4.5 was the same value within one standard deviation. Figure 4.6
shows the dynamic and equilibrium regions as previously discussed (solid line). The
initial slope in the dynamic region exists; however, because of the size of the error bars

Figure 4.6 – Collection of all CaCO 3 data versus OFF-time using Pt/C as the cathode
catalyst
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the possibility of having a constant equilibrium region regardless of OFF-time also exists
(dotted line). Using the results shown in Figure 4.6 (i.e. solid line) with an average zero
OFF-time CaCO 3 mass of 5.1 mg and an equilibrium value of 8.5 mg gave a selectivity
of S=0.11.
The selectivity calculation suggests a significant contribution of carbonate
generated by the direct pathway. However, the contribution of ambient CO 2 reacting
with the Ca(OH) 2 solution must be considered.

If ambient CO 2 contribution was

significant then the raw data values presented in Figure 4.6 are likely elevated.
Additionally, consideration must be given to the possibility that the carbonate present at
the anode was always at equilibrium regardless of OFF-time, because the error bars
show that constant equilibrium was possible (dotted line of Fig. 4.6).
4.6 Contributions from ambient CO2
To consider the amount of ambient CO 2 that was present in a 300 mL solution of
0.01M Ca(OH) 2 , a separation and drying procedure was followed without running any
fuel cell tests or dosing the solution with a known mass of Na 2 CO 3 .

The 300 mL

solution of 0.01M Ca(OH) 2 was created and poured into a 500 mL separatory funnel.
After allowing the solution to rest overnight, the funnel contents were centrifuged and
dried. The mass of collected CaCO 3 weighed on average 11.3 mg. The only available
source of CO 2 that precipitated as calcium carbonate was from ambient CO 2 .
This contribution from ambient CO 2 was consistent with the precipitation of
dissolved ambient CO 2 present in a 300 mL solution of DI H 2 O that had been in contact
with air at room temperature [39], [40]. For example, if the ambient CO 2 concentration
was estimated at 450 ppm and the room temperature was 22 °C then at high pH (>10)
all of the dissolved CO 2 would precipitate forming 13.6 mg of CaCO 3 . Great care was
taken during all tests to restrict the exposure time of the 0.01M alkaline earth metal
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hydroxide solution to ambient CO 2 by tightly sealing all vessels with tight fitting lids
wrapped with Parafilm.
The contribution of ambient CO 2 when considered with the data in Figure 4.6
posed an additional confidence problem with the raw CaCO 3 data.

If the 11.3 mg

CaCO 3 contribution when no tests were performed was subtracted from the raw data in
Figure 4.6, then many data points would fall below zero milligrams collected.

This

finding in combination with large error bars and Ca(OH) 2 near its saturation point was
clear motivation for finding a better carbonate precipitate.
4.7 Evaluating the use of Ba(OH)2 in place of Ca(OH)2
Barium and calcium are both alkaline earth metals (M2+) that readily react with
carbonate to form their respective metal carbonate precipitate. The M2+(OH-) 2 solution is
made by adding the metal oxide (BaO or CaO) to DI H 2 O. Some of the notable physical
differences between the two materials are shown in Table 4.1 where CaO is much less
soluble in water than BaO (0.13 vs 3.5 g/100 mL H 2 O, respectively). When adding
0.1683 mg CaO to 300 mL to make a 0.01 M Ca(OH) 2 solution means CaO was at 43
percent of its saturation point. In contrast, BaO is only at 4 percent of its saturation point
when 0.4599 mg was added. When BaO reacts with water, it forms a barium hydroxide
octahydrate; however, at 0.01M Ba(OH) 2 •8H 2 O the saturation of the octahydrate was
only at 8 percent. In contrast, the Ca(OH) 2 solution was at 44% saturation. Comparing
the precipitates, BaCO 3 has a density 1.6 times greater than CaCO 3 ; thus, causing
BaCO 3 (s) to settle at a much faster pace.
Prior to the method of washing the precipitate with only 40 mL as described in
Figure 4.4, the CaCO 3 precipitate collected in some of the initial experiments was
washed with approximately 500 mL of DI H 2 O prior to drying.

This accounts for

approximately 6.5 mg of CaCO 3 being lost from the reported raw data values of
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precipitate collected in some of the first gravimetric results of this thesis. The loss of
mass from washing was soon mitigated by centrifuging the precipitate, decanting the
supernatant, and washing the carbonate solid with 40 mL of DI H 2 O as illustrated in
Figure 4.4. This original 500 mL washing step in the separation and drying process of
early data points was one cause for the large discrepancy in the bar graphs for Pt/C,
CSH(SiO 2 ), and the M3 ‘pyrochlore’ shown in Figure 4.7 which shows CaCO 3 compared
to BaCO 3 .
Table 4.1 – Physical properties of CaCO 3 and BaCO 3 [10]
Compound

CaO

MW (g/mol)

56.08 153.34 74.09

315.48

100.09

197.34

Density

3.3

5.72

2.343

2.18

2.711

4.2865

m.p. (°C)

2927

2013

580

78

825 (d)

1360 (d)

Ksp

-

-

5.02 E-6

2.55 E-4

3.36 E- 2.58 E9
9

3.5

0.17

3.9

0.0013

Solubility
(in
100
solvent)

parts 0.13

BaO

Ca(OH) 2 Ba(OH) 2 •8H 2 O CaCO 3

BaCO 3

0.0024

(d) - decompose

With an assumption that only carbonate migrated across the MEA to the anode,
a theoretical mass for BaCO 3 and CaCO 3 could be calculated for a 2 hour test supplying
5 mA or 36 Coulombs of charge. Assuming 100 percent of the charge was carried by
carbonate under perfect collection conditions in the absence of ambient CO 2 , then a
maximum of 36.8 mg of BaCO 3 would be collected. In contrast, 18.7 mg of CaCO 3
could be collected as previously discussed using Eq. (4.35).

These theoretical

maximums are shown as horizontal dashed lines in Figure 4.7.

Dashed lines are

extended from the theoretical values for easy comparison with other tests. To test the
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separation and drying process given in Figure 4.4 for the collection of both CaCO 3 and
BaCO 3 , a known amount (19.8 mg) of Na 2 CO 3 was added to 300 mL of a 0.01M
Ba(OH) 2 and Ca(OH) 2 solutions.

The 19.8 mg of Na 2 CO 3 was based upon CO 3 2-

carrying 36 C of charge across the MEA.
𝑚𝑁𝑎𝑠 𝐶𝑂3

1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂32− 106 𝑔𝑁𝑎2 𝐶𝑂3 1000 𝑚𝑔
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑒 −
(36
��
� = 19.8 𝑚𝑔
=
𝐶) �
��
��
96485.3 𝐶
2 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑒 −
𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑂32−

This procedure was repeated for both solutions and the separation/drying results

compared in Figure 4.7. The results curiously show that the mass of BaCO 3 collected

Collected Precipitate
Mass Carbonate (mg)

50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

Theoretical

Na2CO3 Added

'pyrochlore'

Pt/C

CSH(SiO2)

Figure 4.7 – Comparison of gravimetric analysis method using BaCO 3 versus CaCO 3 as
precipitate. Results show that BaCO 3 performs better quantitatively.
was in excess of the theoretical amount, while the mass of CaCO 3 was less than the
theoretical amount. For the collected mass of BaCO 3 this Na 2 CO 3 experiment shows
that all the carbonate from Na 2 CO 3 was recovered in addition to recovering on average
an additional 8.3 mg (±2.3) of BaCO 3 generated from ambient CO 2 .
𝑚𝐵𝑎𝐶𝑂3 (𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑂2 ) = 𝑚𝐵𝑎𝐶𝑂3 (𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑁𝑎𝑠 𝐶𝑂3 ) − 𝑚𝐵𝑎𝐶𝑂3 (𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)
𝑚𝐵𝑎𝐶𝑂3 (𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑂2 ) = (45.1 𝑚𝑔) − (36.8 𝑚𝑔) = 8.3𝑚𝑔
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(4.36)

In contrast, the mass of CaCO 3 collected was less than the theoretical amount
even though 19.8 mg of Na 2 CO 3 was added. Additionally, as previously discussed,
some percentage of the CaCO 3 was generated from ambient CO 2 . This quantitative
ambiguity on the source of CO 2 contribution when using Ca(OH) 2 to form CaCO 3 was
the impetus to use Ba(OH) 2 for any additional gravimetric analysis of CO 2 collected from
the fuel cell effluent.

An additional benefit in massing BaCO 3 over CaCO 3 was a

noticeable increase in the precision of the results.

That is, the magnitude of the

standard deviation as a percentage of the average mass was much less for BaCO 3
compared to CaCO 3 ; thus, providing greater confidence in the measured gravimetric
data.
Table 4.2 – Gravimetric Comparison of BaCO 3 and CaCO 3 results showing % s.d.
to average mass collected
Na 2 CO 3 added Tobermorite

Pt/C

CSH (SiO 2 )

( M3 ‘pyrochlore’)
BaCO 3

45.1 mg (±2.2)

43.6 mg (±1.0)

41.1 mg (±2.7) 40.8 mg (±3.4)

%(s.d.)/(mg) (5 %)

(2 %)

(7 %)

CaCO 3

11.5 mg (±8.3)

5.1 mg (±4.0)

(72 %)

(79 %)

15.7 mg (±3.6)

%(s.d.)/(mg) (23 %)

(8 %)

-

4.7.1 Contribution of carbonate mass resulting from CO2 crossover
Because BaCO 3 provided better precision and repeatability in precipitating CO 2
from fuel tests, the contribution from CO 2 crossover and possibility of gas tube leaks was
confidently examined.

To test CO 2 crossover the fuel cell setup was operated as

previously described with the absence of supplying any current. Multiple tests were run
from 10 to 14 hours and the results showed that over the course of a two hour test about
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1.9 mg (±0.8) of BaCO 3 could be attributed to CO 2 crossover. Additional tests were
conducted at the 0.2 L/min flow rate with no current and no CO 2 ; only H 2 and O 2 were
supplied to the fuel cell. The results from these tests with no current and no CO 2
revealed that over the course of two hours approximately 0.3 mg (±0.5) of BaCO 3 could
be attributed to leaky test lines. Having accounted for the contribution of ambient CO 2 ,
crossover, and leaky lines to the total mass of BaCO 3 collected, this thesis could
confidently examine the contribution of carbonate that crosses the AEM during a fuel cell
test.
The verification that CO 2 did crossover during the course of the fuel cell
operation was an interesting finding because it strongly suggests that the hydrated
micro-channels of the AEM contained dissolved CO 2 .

As previously discussed, the

presence of CO 2 and OH- leads to the formation of bicarbonate and carbonate. The
initial assumption of this study was that no dissolved CO 2 was present other than at the
cathode surface and that increasing the OFF-time would dictate increasing amounts of
CO 2 available for the indirect pathway. Having found CO 2 dissolved throughout the
AEM means migrating OH- species would have an increased residence time to
encounter and react with dissolved CO 2 separate from the controlled OFF-time
introduction of CO 2 at the cathode.
4.7.2 Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
and TGA DSC of BaCO3
The purity of the BaCO 3 precipitate was examined using ATR-FTIR and TGA
DSC; the results are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, respectively. Heating the wet
BaCO 3 precipitate at 85 °C overnight to evaporate H 2 O was effective as noted by the
nonexistent absorbance from O-H stretching regions (ca. 3400 cm-1) due to hydrogen
bonding in the FTIR image, Fig. 4.8. The sharp peaks in the fingerprint region at 855
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and 693 cm-1 are in-plane and out-of-plane bending of the carbonate anion. The large
band at 1436 cm-1 corresponds to the asymmetric stretching of the C-O bond; whereas,
the weaker band at 1059 cm-1 corresponds to the symmetric C-O stretching vibrations
[41].

Figure 4.8 – ATR-FTIR of collected BaCO 3 precipitate
For the TGA DSC results shown in Figure 4.10 a 24.0 mg sample was placed in
an Al 2 O 3 crucible and heated to 1400 oC at a linear heating rate of 15 oC/min. Nitrogen
was used as the purge gas. The TGA showed a very slight decrease in percent mass
(less than 0.5 %) as the crucible temperature exceeded 100 °C, which was indicative of
H 2 O evaporation. The BaCO 3 precipitate showed a large exothermic DSC peak at 794
°C which was indicative of the amorphous BaCO 3 precipitate forming a more ordered
crystalline structure. This was followed by the single step decomposition of BaCO 3 to
BaO and CO 2 with an onset temperature near 1150 °C. This onset value was above
some reported values of 850 °C for BaCO 3 decomposition; however, the onset was still
within the reported range for BaCO 3 decomposition and the higher temperature can be
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attributed to a nanocrystalline structure for BaCO 3 [41].

These BaCO 3 precipitate

characterization results are consistent with pure BaCO 3 FTIR and TGA results reported
in the literature [41].

Figure 4.9 – TGA DSC of collected BaCO 3 precipitate

4.8 New ON/OFF results for Pt/C using Ba(OH)2
Pulsed ON/OFF tests were performed under the same conditions as previous
Sect. 4.3 with the exception of using a 0.01M Ba(OH) 2 to precipitate CO 2 from the
anode effluent gas stream. The BaCO 3 mass collected for each test was adjusted for
ambient CO 2 , crossover, and leaky lines based on the length of the experimental run.
The ON-time pulse was set at 2.0 seconds. The OFF-time was varied from 0.5 to 2.0
seconds. The results are shown in Figure 4.10.
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The calculated selectivity for the results shown in Figure 4.10 was S = 2.4, which
means the direct pathway was the dominant mechanism on Pt/C in the presence of CO 2
and H 2 O. That is, for every OH- produced from the well-studied ORR on Pt, there are
2.4 carbonate anions produced directly on the same Pt surface. This result was curious
as CO 2 was shown to adsorb poorly on Pt [17] and no studies have found greater
proportions of carbonate formation when Pt was the active ORR catalyst.
38.0

Theoretical (100% )

36.0
34.0

BaCO3 (mg)

30.0

32.7

31.3

32.0
31.0

31.1

28.0
26.0
24.0
22.0
20.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

OFF-time Step (s)
Figure 4.10 – ON/OFF tests for Pt/C as the cathode catalyst and BaCO 3 as the
precipitate. Measured mass adjusted for crossover (1.9 mg/ 2h test), leaky lines (0.3
mg/2h test), and exposure to ambient CO 2 (8.3 mg/test).

The BaCO 3 gravimetric data clearly showed that even at zero OFF-time, the
amount of carbonate at the anode which produces CO 2 doesn’t significantly change with
increasing OFF-time.

This suggests that the non-faradaic pathways must reach

equilibrium prior to carbonate reaching the anode.

A conservative ion mobility

calculation shows that an unhindered OH- anion requires about four minutes migrating
from the cathode to anode [42]. This minimum 4 minute transit time across the MEA
was sufficient for the indirect pathway to proceed; and simply turning ON and OFF the
pulsed current was insignificant because as previously discussed, CO 2 crossover does
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permeate the AEM. Thus, as OH- migrates from the cathode to the anode the anion has
time to react with CO 2 in the AEM and form CO 3 2-. Other researchers have examined
the bi/carbonate formation via the indirect pathway in a MEA and one group recently
modeled the concentration distribution of OH- and CO 3 2- across the AEM [43]. The
results show that the indirect pathway has more than enough time to proceed as the
associated reaction rates are consistently referred to as ‘immediate’ in the literature.
Simply stated, the kinetics of the nonfaradaic pathway was too fast to observe with this
pulsed ON/OFF Galvanostatic method. The literature supports this immediate reaction
from the indirect pathway; so, regardless of OFF-time, the measured carbonate masses,
which have exited the anode as CO 2 , are always within the equilibrium region.
The ON/OFF Galvanostatic method remains valid in finding the carbonate
contribution from the direct pathway; however, the OFF-time widths in seconds was
hindered by the large anion migration time (i.e. 4 min) where the nonfaradaic indirect
pathway could proceed without researcher constraint. Using different instrumentation or
some in situ surface technique that examines reaction times in micro seconds at the
electrode surface would provide the necessary information to delve deeper into the
contribution of carbonate from the direct pathway.
4.9 Investigation of fuel cell performance using other catalyst materials and
comparing to Pt/C
The synthesized catalysts (M3, T4, T5, T6) from Chapter 3 were evaluated as
cathode catalysts and their performance was compared to the fuel cell performance
when other commercially available materials were used as the cathode catalyst. The
commercial materials included Pt/C, carbon black (C_Blk), cobalt(II) phthalocyanine – a
well-established non-Pt ORR catalyst, and the gas diffusion layer (GDL) itself which
contains no catalyst.

Each of these materials were used at the cathode and were
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supplied with 36 Coulombs of charge over a 2 hour period (i.e. @ 5 mA). The results
shown in Figure 4.11 were interesting as all catalysts materials tested consistently
showed the same amount of carbonate produced regardless of the catalyst.

This

phenomenon can be explained by understanding how the fuel cell’s electrochemical
reaction pathway was operating at the cathode surface and more importantly where the
data was being collected. Specifically, gravimetric data was being captured from the
anode effluent and an inference was being made regarding the activities at the cathode.
In the case with the well-known Pt/C as the catalyst, the 36 C of charge supplied to the
cathode was converted to OH- by the ORR; however, the residence time for the anion
migration was sufficient for equilibrium to be reached between OH- and any dissolved
CO 2 within the AEM to from CO 3 2-. Similarly, a catalyst such as the ‘pyrochlore’ could
45.0

BaCO3 (mg)

40.0

Pt

35.0

CSH (SiO2)

30.0

CSH (no Ru)
'pyrochlore'

25.0

RuO2_MnO2

20.0

C_Blk

15.0

Co(II)Pc

10.0

GDL
Theoretical

5.0
0.0

Figure 4.11 – Comparison of fuel cell performance regardless of catalyst for 2 hour tests
at 5 mA. BaCO 3 mass adjusted for ambient CO 2 , crossover, and leaky lines.
produce carbonate at the cathode; however, again the residence time for the anion
migration would allow equilibrium among the species to be reached by the time the
anions reached the anode. As a result, all of the tested catalysts offered the same
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gravimetric results. However, simply because the collected BaCO 3 mass was the same
regardless of catalyst, one cannot suggest that all are equally good catalysts.
4.10 Catalyst performance examined by cell potential vs. time plots
To verify the differences in catalyst efficacy towards the ORR, cell voltage
measurements were taken over the course of each fuel cell run. Representative results
are shown in Figure 4.12. The results compared platinum supported on carbon (Pt/C),
cobalt(II) phthalocyanine (Co(II)Pc), RuO 2 _MnO 2 from the T6 synthesis, the M3
tobermorite, and only the GDL. In each test, the anode fuel (H 2 ) and cathode gases
(O 2 , 10% CO 2 ) were introduced to the humidified cell and the voltage was monitored
until it
Pt/C

Co(II)Pc

RuO2_MnO2

M3 product

GDL

∆V

1.20
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Figure 4.12 – Fuel cell potential change measured over course of experiment when 5
mA of current supplied to the cathode. Performance shows Pt >> Co(II)Pc >
RuO 2 MnO 2 , M3 tobermorite product >> GDL.
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steadied at its open circuit voltage (OCV). In each case, Pt/C was at the anode. When
Pt/C was at the cathode, the OCV steadied near 1.1 V. For all the other materials tested
at the cathode, the OCV steadied at 0.7 V. A steady OCV occurred approximately ten
minutes after the anode and cathode gases were introduced into the fuel cell
Once at a steady OCV, the potentiostat introduced 5 mA of current to the
cathode. The measured voltage immediately dropped and leveled off at a relatively
constant voltage depending on the catalyst material present at the cathode. At the end
of the test the current was stopped and the fuel cell returned to its previous OCV. The
magnitude of the voltage drop, ∆V, when the current was applied showed how effective
or ineffective a particular catalyst material was at producing charge carrying anions at
the cathode. The smaller the magnitude of ∆V, the more effective the catalyst was in
easily performing the ORR.
phthalocyanine.

Platinum performed the best, followed by cobalt(II)

The hydrothermally synthesized M3 tobermorite material and

amorphous T6 product (RuO 2 /MnO 2 ) performed equally well, suggesting that MnO 2 was
the active catalytic component within the synthesized M3 tobermorite material.

As

expected, the GDL with no active catalyst did not perform well.
The three catalysts – Pt/C, T4 product CSH(SiO 2 ), and Co(II)Pc – were tested by
increasing the current supplied to the fuel cell. Currents of 10 mA and 20 mA were
supplied; however, the total charge of 36 C supplied to the fuel cell remained constant
by controlling the time that the currents were applied (e.g. 1 h @ 10 mA; 30 min @
20mA).

BaCO 3 precipitate was collected for each test and multiple tests were

conducted for each data point. Figure 4.13 shows the results of the gravimetric analysis
using Pt/C, CSH(SiO 2 ), and Co(II)Pc as a function of the applied current. The trend for
each data point with increasing current showed a gradual decrease in the mass of
BaCO 3 collected. This decrease was consistent with the findings from other researchers
who found that as the current density increased, the contribution (equivalent ratio) of
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CO 3 2- decreased [43]. This means that as the current increased more OH- was able to
migrate across the fuel cell to the anode before being converted to carbonate via the
indirect pathway.
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Figure 4.13 – BaCO 3 collected as a function of current while holding the total charge
supplied constant at 36 Coulombs.
Plots of voltage vs. time were also captured for each of the three catalysts tested
with increasing current. For example, when Pt/C was used as the cathode catalyst,
Figure 4.15 shows how the measured voltage changed when different currents were
applied to the fuel cell.
increasing current.

As expected, the change in voltage, ∆V, increased with

The magnitude of the change in cell potential could then be

compared to the change in applied current.

The catalyst performance of Pt/C,

CSH(SiO 2 ), and Co(II)Pc were compared by examining the rate of change in voltage
with change in supplied current, d(∆V)/di (see Figure 4.15). Platinum again showed the
best performance by showing a very small increase in the magnitude of ∆V as the
current
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Figure 4.14 – Observed cell potential over 30 min run time with constant current applied
to the cathode with Pt/C as the catalyst.
increased. Co(II)Pc was the next best having a slightly larger d(∆V)/di of 0.04 V mA-1
compared to Pt/C with 0.03 V mA-1. The T4 tobermorite CSH(SiO 2 ) material did not
perform as well with increasing current as the magnitude of d(∆V)/di was 0.05 V mA-1
and with a much larger variation and magnitude in ∆V compared to Pt/C.
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Figure 4.15 – Magnitude of cell potential change with increasing applied current for
cathode catalysts – Pt/C, Co(II)Pc, and CSH(SiO 2 ).
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4.11 Summary – ON/OFF Galvanostatic Technique and Catalyst Performance
The contribution of carbonate production from the direct and indirect pathway in
the RTCFC was investigated. A novel experimental method was presented that used an
electrochemical standard addition technique to decouple the CO 3 2- contributions from
each pathway.

This unique method used an ON/OFF Galvanostatic technique to

quantitatively control the pulsed current exposure at the cathode.

The pulse width

cycled the electrochemical contribution of the direct and indirect pathway of carbonate
formation.

Increasing the discrete OFF-time pulse greater than zero allowed

measurable contribution from the 2nd and 3rd chemical steps of the indirect pathway. By
exclusively allowing only the indirect pathway to proceed during short OFF-time pulses
gave this thesis study a unique ability to isolate and examine the carbonate contribution
generated exclusively from the non-faradaic reaction sequence of the indirect pathway.
The CO 2 rich anode effluent was bubbled through a 0.01M alkaline earth metal
(Ba or Ca) hydroxide solution where carbonate precipitated as CaCO 3 or BaCO 3 . A
mathematical model for carbonate selectivity was developed and provided the ratio of
the number of moles of carbonate, N CO3 2-, formed via the direct electrochemical (EC)
pathway, Eq. (1.2), versus the number of moles of hydroxide, N OH -, formed from the
indirect electrochemical pathway shown in Eq. (1.3). The selectivity calculations when
Pt/C was used as the cathode catalyst and CaCO 3 as the gravimetric component for
CO 2 suggested a significant contribution of carbonate generated by the direct pathway
(i.e. S=0.11).

However, the large gravimetric variation in collected CaCO 3 mass

prompted the use of Ba(OH) 2 to form BaCO 3 which was a better carbonate precipitate
for quantitative analysis. Massing BaCO 3 compared to CaCO 3 showed a noticeable
increase in the precision of the results; that is, the magnitude of the standard deviation
as a percentage of the average mass was much less for BaCO 3 compared to CaCO 3 ;
thus, providing greater confidence in the measured gravimetric data.
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The use of BaCO 3 allowed this thesis to account for the contribution of ambient
CO 2 (8.3 mg/test), CO 2 crossover (0.95 mg h-1), and ‘leaky lines’ (0.15 mg h-1) to the
total mass of BaCO 3 collected.

The raw BaCO 3 mass collected for each test was

adjusted for ambient CO 2 , crossover, and leaky lines. The calculated selectivity for the
results when using BaCO 3 was S = 2.4, which means the direct pathway was the
dominant mechanism on Pt/C in the presence of CO 2 and H 2 O. This finding strongly
disagreed with the literature, because an S>1.0 suggests CO 2 adsorbs more strongly
than H 2 O on Pt/C which is not supported by the body of ORR research on Pt/C. Closer
examination of the BaCO 3 gravimetric data clearly showed that even at zero OFF-time
the concentration of carbonate at the anode that produces CO 2 did not significantly
change with increased OFF-time. This suggested that the non-faradaic pathways must
reach equilibrium prior to carbonate reaching the anode.

The transit time for an

unhindered OH- anion migrating from the cathode to anode was more than sufficient for
the indirect pathway to proceed based on anion mobility calculations.

Turning the

pulsed current ON and OFF proved insignificant because of the ubiquitous CO 2
presence across the AEM (as verified by CO 2 crossover tests) overshadowed the
ON/OFF activity at the cathode. Thus, as OH- migrated from the cathode (site of ORR)
to the anode, the anion had sufficient time to react with CO 2 in the AEM and form CO 3 2-.
Simply stated, the kinetics of the nonfaradaic pathway was too fast to observe with the
pulsed ON/OFF Galvanostatic method; however, the theory behind the ON/OFF
Galvanostatic method remains valid in finding the carbonate contribution from the direct
pathway. Using different instrumentation or other in situ method that examines reaction
times in micro seconds at the electrode surface would provide the necessary information
to delve deeper into the contribution of carbonate from the direct pathway.
Catalyst performance was evaluated in this thesis.

The synthesized CSH

materials (M3, T4, T5, T6) were compared to the fuel cell performance that used
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commercial materials as the cathode catalyst. The results showed all catalyst materials
delivered the same amount of BaCO 3 .

This phenomenon was explained by

understanding how the fuel cell’s electrochemical reaction pathway was operating at the
cathode surface.

The 36 Coulombs of charge supplied to the cathode was

predominantly converted to OH- by the ORR as was the case with the well-known Pt/C
catalyst. Thus all of the supplied charge was converted to OH- followed quickly by
HCO3- and CO 3 2-. Because the collected BaCO 3 mass was the same regardless of
catalyst, one cannot suggest that all materials were equally good catalysts.
To verify the differences in catalyst efficacy towards the ORR, voltage
measurements across the fuel cell, ∆V, were taken over the course of each fuel cell run.
The catalyst performance of Pt/C, CSH(SiO 2 ), and Co(II)Pc were compared by
examining the rate of change in potential with change in supplied current, d(∆V)/di.
Platinum again showed the best performance by showing a very small increase in the
magnitude of ∆V as the current increased. Co(II)Pc was next best having a slightly
larger d(∆V)/di of 0.04 V mA-1 compared to Pt/C with 0.03 V mA-1. The T4 tobermorite
CSH(SiO 2 ) material did not perform as well with increasing current.
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This thesis advanced the collective scientific knowledge on room temperature
anion exchange membrane fuel cells, which have proven to be more effective when
transporting carbonate as opposed to hydroxide ions. When using carbonate as the
charge carrier, benefits include long-term membrane stability and improved oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics at the cathode and hydrogen oxidation kinetics at the
anode, while also showing membrane conductivity comparable to hydroxide.
Researchers have investigated potential non-platinum catalysts that have physical and
electrochemical properties that favor the adsorption of CO 2 over H 2 O; thereby,
promoting the direct electrochemical formation of carbonate vice OH-. Directly forming
carbonate prevents membrane degradation focused at the three phase interface caused
by OH- attack. An investigative method that would quantitatively elucidate the
contribution of OH- and CO 3 2- anions produced electrochemically on the catalyst surface
was of interest by the research community. Quantifying this contribution of anions would
provide a measure of a particular catalyst’s selectivity towards the direct electrochemical
formation of carbonate, thus allowing for the development of improved catalyst features
that would elevate the competitiveness of the RTCFC with other low temperature fuel
cell designs. This thesis investigated carbonate selectivity and performed an elemental
characterization and performance of a non-platinum catalyst.
First, this thesis investigated the hydrothermal synthesis method and elemental
characterization of a non-platinum RTCFC catalyst using XRD, SEM EDS, ATR-FTIR,
and XPS so that a second generation RTCFC catalysts could be specifically tailored. A
material that favors the adsorption of CO 2 over H 2 O was hydrothermally synthesized in
a strong oxidizing environment in both borosilicate glass and Teflon reaction vessels.
The material characterization revealed that the synthesized catalyst material that favored
CO 2 adsorption was a metal oxide doped calcium silicate hydrate from the tobermorite
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family of minerals.

The material was originally thought to be a calcium ruthenate

pyrochlore; however, EDS results clearly showed an elemental composition that was not
in agreement with Ca 2 Ru 2 O 7 previously reported in the literature. Instead the
synthesized catalyst material (M3) was a calcium silicate hydrate that derived its source
of silicon from the borosilicate reaction vessel. Using the composition results from EDS
in combination with XRD fingerprinting revealed the synthesized catalyst materials were
from the tobermorite family of minerals. When the reaction vessel was changed to
Teflon, this material’s composition and structure was controlled by temperature, reaction
time, silicon source, Ca to Si ratio, and metal oxide dopant. The structural fingerprint of
the synthesized materials was examined using XRD and ATR-FTIR confirming the
material as tobermorite. The microstructure and oxidation state of the material was
verified using SEM and XPS, respectively. The SEM microstructure showed the
formation of tabular and long sliver-like crystals formations surrounded by puffy, cloudlike metal oxides. The XPS results showed the oxidation state of the cations found in
the synthesized materials and include MnO 2 , SiO 2 , CaO and RuO 2 . The results were in
agreement with the microstructure and the oxidation state of the elements that constitute
tobermorite.

The specific tobermorite structure, whether it was 14 Å tobermorite

(plombierite), 11 Å tobermorite, xonotlite, or clinotobermorite, was dependent upon the
C/S ratio, synthesis temperature and reaction time.

Second, this thesis introduced an in situ pulsed Galvanostatic technique, similar
to

Chemistry’s

Standard

Addition

method,

to

quantitatively

determine

the

electrochemical selectivity of a catalyst towards the direct electrochemical formation of
carbonate. Small aliquots of CO 2 supplied to the fuel cell were controlled by introducing
discrete ON / OFF pulses of current. The small pulses of OFF-current encouraged only
the latter two steps of the non-faradaic indirect pathway to proceed. The small currentcontrolled aliquots of CO 2 parallel the volumetric aliquots introduced in the classical
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chemical standard addition method. The results showed the formation of carbonate
originated indirectly from the ORR formation of OH- on Pt/C, which dominated the
electrochemical reaction at the cathode.

Other catalysts tested showed the same

gravimetric results as Pt/C. Initial gravimetric tests used CaCO 3 to quantify the amount
of carbonate produced; however, they plagued by large gravimetric variations in the
data.

Once BaCO 3 was used the results showed that carbonate was formed

predominately in the MEA by the indirect pathway, and that the Galvanostatic pulse
width (0.5 – 2.0 s) proved inconclusive due to the lengthy anion migration time (~240 s)
across the MEA.

The results also showed that some CO 2 was present across the

membrane, which proved detrimental to the in situ pulsed Galvanostatic method
because CO 3 2- equilibrium was not significantly influenced by the pulsed current method.
As a result, the method was not sensitive enough to detect the electrochemical
chemistry at the cathode surface.
Further cell potential analysis on the ORR efficacy of the cathode catalysts used
in this study revealed Pt/C as the most efficient catalyst, followed by Co(II)Pc and MnO 2
doped tobermorite.

The gravimetric results showed catalyst materials delivered the

same amount of BaCO 3 produced regardless of the catalyst. This was explained by the
36 Coulombs of charge supplied to the cathode followed the indirect pathway forming
OH- which is the well-known ORR mechanism for Pt/C as a catalyst.

The similar

gravimetric results for the other catalysts tested suggest they also followed the indirect
pathway.

However, simply because the collected BaCO 3 mass was the same

regardless of catalyst, one cannot suggest that all are equally good catalysts. Pt/C
required the smallest change in voltage (i.e. ∆V) to perform the ORR at the cathode,
which is why it was found to be the best catalyst used in this study.
Future work on evaluating the contribution of carbonate formed exclusively by the
direct pathway would require analytical instrumentation that could probe the
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electrochemical activity at the cathode surface in real time. One promising technique is
electrochemical surface plasmon resonance (EC-SPR) which is an optical technique that
is highly sensitive to surface changes on a metal film. EC-SPR uses a plasmon wave to
probe the intrinsic dielectric properties on the metal film while also measuring the
refractive index in the bulk solution near the metal surface.

Adsorption/desorption

processes and detection of surface-bound redox species have been successfully studied
by other researchers [44]. Huang et al. (2010) showed how EC-SPR could be used to
monitor surface bindings, solution phase chemical reactions, and detecting unstable
intermediate reaction products [45].

EC-SPR could be employed to investigate the

electrochemical activity at the cathode surface to investigate the anion contribution from
the direct and indirect pathways. The electrochemical formation of CO 3 2- would alter the
probe’s surface differently than if OH- was formed. The inherent dielectric and refractive
index differences in carbonate and hydroxide would impact the surface plasmons
differently, which would provide the researcher valuable insight into the competing
electrochemical mechanisms on the surface. Additionally, the adsorption of CO 2 versus
H 2 O could be monitored on the probe’s surface and their independent contributions
could be measured.
Another innovative method to investigate the direct pathway mechanism would
be to exclude H 2 O from the surface environment; thus eliminating the possibility of anion
formation from the indirect pathway. However, in the absence of water, any anions
produced would require a polar aprotic solvent.

Prior research by Sawyer’s group

showed that in aprotic media the nucleophilic oxygenation of solvated carbon dioxide by
the superoxide ion, O 2 -, led to the formation of the C 2 O 6 2- species. The oxo-bridged
(anhydride) linkage of the C 2 O 6 2- dianion species is highly susceptible to hydrolysis
forming bicarbonate and peroxide [46]. Electrochemical ORR studies using polar aprotic
media combined with bubbling CO 2 would be beneficial to advancing scientific
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understanding of the direct electrochemical formation of carbonate and how catalysts
may be designed to favor the direct pathway.
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